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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Research in the field of optical materials during the past decade has led to the
development of a variety of compounds with unique properties. Because of these
properties several materials are rapidly being scrutinized and engineered to
improve and displace a number of electronically and mechanically dominated
techniques in areas such as communication, defense, computing, general research,
data collection, medicine, and dentistry. The advent of new laser and wavelength
conversion materials that reach into and bridge regions of the electromagnetic
spectrum, unavailable until recently, has acted as a catalyst to spur the
investigation of optical materials for new applications.
The emphasis of this work involves two areas of optical materials, one being
the crystal-chemical development of new optical frequency converters and the
other new hosts forCr3luminescence and lasing. A methodical approach is
applied to the exploration of phase systems to discover new crystalline structuretypes. The motivation for the systems selected for investigationderives from a
careful accounting and fusion of the chemical, structural, and optical propertiesof
known materials and a desire to better understand their attributes so that they can
be applied with greater accuracy and efficiency. The studies described herein were
done as a means to expand and clarify the current working base of information
available on these materials.
A simple method has been developed to identify promising frequency-doubling
materials by estimation of nonlinear susceptibilities from elementary calculations
and visual inspection of crystal structures.A detailed description of the
implementation of this method and its results are presented in Chapter 2.In
Chapters 3 through 8, the structures and characteristics of six new compounds,
discovered while searching for potential new frequency converters, are presented
and their structures and properties discussed.The second section of the
dissertation on solid state laser materials begins with Chapter 9. In this chapter,
the structure of theCr3laser hostLiSrA1F6is described. A new family of
compounds having the representative formulaAJvIM'(B03)6has recently been
discovered and christened STACK after its founders (1).It is one of the largest
families of oxide reported to date encompassing approximately 50% of the
elements in the periodic table. A crystal-chemical study defining the structural and
chemical (elemental) boundaries along with the behavioral characteristics of many
derivatives is given in Chapter 10. In Chapter 11, a set of experiments is outlined
to determine the most efficient synthetic route for these compounds, providing the3
purest phase and the highest degree of crystallinity. In Chapter 12, the structural
and optical features of the STACK derivativeSr3In(B03)3are described. Finally,
the structure of the new oxideSr2InLiB4O10is detailed in Chapter 13.
Section I. Optical Frequency Converters
The optical conversion of light from one frequency to another by crystalline
nonlinear optical (NLO) materials (Figure 1.1) has progressed into a rapidly
growing field of study. Frequency conversion of laser light was first witnessed in
a quartz crystal in 1961 (2) following the discovery of the laser. It is now widely
used in many materials to generate coherent light from the IR to the UV thereby
extending the range of intense collimated, monochromatic light for application to
wavelengths shorter than those available from a single laser oscillator. We are
particularly interested in those materials with wide transparency ranges that can
be used to generate coherent light at short wavelengths and high powers. Such
light is becoming increasingly important in chemical and physical research as well
as in communications, photolithography, and controlled photoinitiation of chemical
reactions.
Many factors contribute to the production of doubled, high power laser light.
The power extracted from a second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal of length
L, may be approximated by Eq. 1.1 (3),
'2ø°PL2d exp{_L(a0+ja2J}
[SInL 1.1]
(LAK/2)2'0)
1064 nm 532 nm
Fig. 1.1. Frequency conversion of light via a crystallinemedium.5
where P, is the power of the incident beam, d, is the relevant SHG coefficient,
a is the absorption coefficient of the crystal at the fundamental wavelength,
is the absorption coefficient of the crystal at the second harmonic wavelength, and
AK is the wave vector mismatch between the fundamental and second harmonic
waves. Here, the exponential term approximates the absorption characteristics of
the NLO crystal and the sin term describes the ability to phase match the incoming
and doubled waves. From Equation 1.1, it is noted that to achieve highpowers
for the second harmonic wave with a high power incident beam, a large second
harmonic coefficient may be desirable. The absorption of light by the crystalcan
decrease the output power exponentially if the fundamental or second harmonic
overlap an absorption band of the crystal. The second-harmonic power will also
be critically affected by the phase mismatch between the fundamental and second
harmonic waves. Each of these characteristics must be considered and optimized
when searching for an efficient, high-power second harmonic generator.
The second harmonic coefficient is defined as
[Eq. 1.2J
where V is the volume of the unit cell, the R direction cosines relate molecular
coordinates tocrystalcoordinates, and thecoefficients flk(w,w) are the
microscopic hyperpolarizability tensor components for the relevant anionicgroups.-
<giji Ie><eIiJV><ei(g>
[Eq. 1.3]
Pe,e1(0e)g2C)(0'0g0))
In Eq. 1.3,J g> represents a groundelectronic state, ande> ande'>
represent excited electronic states.
A pictorial explanation of Equation 1.3 may be gained byconsidering thezjk
subscripts for; here,ijkcan be 1, 2, or 3 (x, y, or z). The subscript i indicates
the direction of polarization induced by the incomingphotons and the subscripts
j and k signify the directions of electricpolarization for the incoming photons. For
example,fidescribes the magnitude of polarization induced in the z direction
when two photons also polarized along z impinge on amolecule, Figure 1.2. By
permuting over all possible ijk values, every possible interactionis described.
From examination of Equations 1.2 and 1.3 one can set furtherspecifications
on the design of a good SHGmaterial. To maintain a large second harmonic
coefficient the hyperpolarizability tensors must sumconstructively.The SHG
crystal must be noncentrosymmetric, for in a centrosymmetriccrystal each positive
fllJkwill have a negative partnerPkthat will lead to Equation 1.2 summing to
zero.The integrals specified in the numelator of Equation 1.3 representthe
transition moments associated with the ground and excited statesin the three-
photon process. The denominator represents the differences inenergies between
the energy gaps and the fundamental and second harmonics.To enhance second-
harmonic conversion characteristics from crystals, it has become common to0
+1
B
Figure 1.2. Pictoral view illustrating the denotationoffl.manipulate molecular characteristics to enhance transition moments and to select
clystals with absorption edges near the second-harmonic wavelength.
The aforementioned characteristics are only a few of the necessaiy chemical
and mechanical characteristics for a useful frequency-doubler. A more complete
listing of the desired properties for a crystal with high power and short wavelength
capabilities is given below.
Melting point (1OOO13OOoC)
Congruent melting
Chemical stability
Noncentrosymmetric lattice
High damage threshold
Excellent optical quality crystals
4 Wide transparency range
Transparent at short wavelengths
Large birefringence
Easy phase-matching capabilities
4 High refractive index
Large nonlinear coefficients
The first three characteristics aide in the synthesis, growth, and engineering of
the material to obtain large, transparent and easily grown crystals.Also, the
damage threshold may be substantially increased by the optical quality of the
crystals, making them useful for high power operation.A wide transparency
range extending to short wavelengths enables the conversion of light from the JR
into the far UV.As discussed in Chapter 2, the refractive indices andbirefringence of a crystal are interdependent in determining phase matching
characteristics and the ultimate conversion efficiency. Some relevant properties
for some common NLO materials are listed in Table 1.1.
Materials containing a borate framework have been shown to exhibit favorable
nonlinear optical properties at high powers and short wavelengths; examples
include the frequency convertersUB305and BaB2O4. The low-temperature form
of barium borate(fl-BaB2O4or BBO) functions as a frequency converter in the
UV region (4). Large nonlinear coefficients, 3 to 6 times that of the well-known
converter KDP (5), make BBO an attractive material for efficient frequency
conversion (6).It also has high optical transparency down to 200 nm (7) which
makes it possible for phase-matchable conversion to the fifth harmonic (204.8 nm)
of Nd3:YAG laser light (6).
Because of its low threshold power and capabilities as an efficient frequency
converter at high powers, the borateLiB3O5(LBO) has recently received
considerable attention.Crystals of this material are relatively free of inclusions
which greatly increases the optical damage threshold, giving LBO the highest
damage threshold of any solid-state frequency converter. Also, it has been shown
to exhibit a threshold power for 50% conversion efficiency that is two orders of
magnitude lower than that of KDP; it is optically transparent in the range 160 nm
to 2.6m, making it useful for applications in the UV region (7).
The 3-dimensional borate framework of LBO isconstructed from a
condensation ofB307rings, Figure 1.3. As a strategy for making new materials10
Table 1.1. Common Nonlinear Optical Materials
Damage Threshold
TransmissionThreshold Nonlinear Power
Range (/.hm)(GW/cm2) Coefficient (MW)
KDP 0.20-1.5 6 d= 0.76 75
KTP 0.35-4.5 3 d31=13.5 0.1
d= 10.4
d= 28.4
YAI3(B03)4 0.16-4.5 - d11=5.7 -
BBO 0.19-3.5 13.5 d11=4.1 90
LBO 0.16-2.6 25 d31=0.15 0.1
d32=2.97
d= 2.75
x 10 esucm311
Figure 1.3. Sketch of the B307 ring in L1B3O5.12
and maintaining the dimensionality of the lattice, systems with the potential of
yielding new alkali or alkaline earth beryllium borates were studied. The primary
purpose of this work was to replace the 4-coordinate boron atom in theB307ring
with a dipositive beryllium atom to retain a framework structure having favorable
NLO properties. The results of these investigations are presented in Chapters 5
through 8.
An additional method undertaken for synthesizing new frequency-doubling
materials was to guarantee the production of a noncentrosymmetric lattice by
making new, crystalline complexes from metal halides and chiral amino acids
wheretheprincipalchromophoreisacarboxylgroup. Thenew,
noncentrosymmetric compoundCdC12C3H7NO2was discovered as a part of this
effort, and its structure is discussed in Chapter 4.
Section II. Hosts forCr3Luminescence and Lasing
Several materials now function as efficient solid-state lasers when doped with
the transition-metal ion Cr3; examples include alexandrite,Cr3:BeAlO4(8);
LiCAF,Cr3:LiCaAlF6(9);LSAF,Cr3:LiSrAlF6(10);andemerald,
Cr3:Be3Al2(SiO3)6(11-12). These materials are new sources of laser light and "are
now emerging from the laboratory into the real world of laser applications" (13).
They are being applied in various applications including scientific studies, remote
sensing, and medical procedures.
As noted above and seen in Table 1.2, fluorides have already proven to be
efficient hosts forCr3lasing. The recently discovered laser materials LiCAF and13
Table 1.2. Measured efficiencies ofCr3lasers.
Host Peak lasing
Material Name wavelength Slope
(nm) efficiency
Be1Ah(SiO Emerald 768 64
' ..,,',
LiCaAIF6 LiCAF 780 54
BeAI2O4 Alexandrite 752 51
LiSrA1F6 LiSAF 825 36
ScBeAlO4 Scalexandnte 792 30
ScBO3 Borate 843 29
Gd35c2Ga3012 GSGG 785 28
Na3Ga2Li3F12 GFG 791 2314
LiSAF have sparked a great interest in the laser community asefficientCr3lasers
(14, 10). The optical properties of these two materialshave been studied and
compared (15). Even though the luminescent ionoccupies a similar site in each
host, markedly dissimilar optical properties are seen.LiCAF has been shown to
lase at a peak lasing wavelength of 780 rim with aradiative lifetime of 205 .is and
a slope efficiency of 54% (9) whichis slightly more efficient than the well-known
alexandrite laser; LiSAF lases at a peak wavelength of 825 nmwith a radiative
lifetime of 67s and a 36% slope efficiency.To explain these differences, the
environment of the Crion on the Al site inLiSrA1F6has been studied and
compared to that of LiCaAIF6; results are presented inChapter 9.
Borates have also been shown to have potential for beingefficient hosts for
Cr3lasing. The borateCr34:ScBO3ranks sixth in efficiency among allCr3lasers
and functions as a room temperature, near IR laser(14,16) with a tuning range
of 787-892 rim. In theScBO3host, theCr3ion experiences a weak crystal field
as evidenced by a broad-bandemission spectrum and an absence of sharp 2E
emission lines. The weak crystal field promotes excited stateabsorption (ESA),
causing a detrimental effect on the lasing efficiency because of thereabsorption
of another photon to boost the excited electron into ahigher nonradiative state.
To alter thecrystalfield experienced by the luminescent ion, lessen ESA, and
achieve higher lasing efficiencies, electropositive atoms have beenincorporated
into theScBO3lattice. The electropositive nature of the cations forces the crystal
field to higher energies where the effects of ESA should bereduced.It is this
reasoning that led to the search for new materials in the alkalineearth scandium15
borate phase systems (17). Several new compounds resulted from the study of
these systems-Sr3Sc(B03)3(18),Sr2Sc2B4O11andBa2Sc2B4O11(19), and
Sr2ScLiB4O10(20).Additional development of the structure ofSr3Sc(B03)3
revealed a new family of isostructural borates with promising properties as
discussed in Chapters 10 through 12. One additional materialSr2InLiB4O10was
discovered during attempts to czystallize the phaseSr3In(B03)3with a flux
containing Li atoms.
Synthesis and Characterization
Discovering materials with promising properties includes the investigation of
existing phases and synthesis of new compounds. Much of my work has involved
the crystal-chemical development of known structural types and the discovery of
completely new types of atomic arrangements. The procedures used in these
investigations are briefly outlined here.
Solid-state synthesis and solution reactions have proven to be efficient methods
for the synthesis of new materials. New phases were identified by powder X-ray
diffraction by using an automated Philips powder diffractometer. Upon discovery
of a new material small single crystals were grown by simply melting the compound
or by adding a flux, depending on whether the material melted congruently or
incongruently. The structure of the compound was then determined by using data
from an automated single crystal X-ray diffractometer. If the material exhibited
suitablestructural and melting characteristicsitsoptical properties were
investigated.For noncentrosymmetric structures, a powder second harmonic16
experiment was performed to determine its approximate efficiency as afrequency
converter.The observed conversion efficiency for each material was then
compared with a calculated susceptibility obtained from a set of computer
programs written in the Keszler laboratory.The computations provided a means
for comparison and allowed for a better understanding of the origin ofthe
observed nonlinear effects.
Absorption, excitation, and emission spectra are recorded on suitably doped
samples.17
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OPTICAL SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION FROM
TRIANGULAR OXOANIONS
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Abstract
The orientational dependencies of the hyperpolarizability coefficientsfiof
trigonal oxoanions have been derived to provide a simple model for aninitial
assessment of borates, nitrates, and carbonates as second-orderoptical frequency
converters.Predictive capabilities are examined and relationships between
structure and threshold powers are considered.21
Introduction
Solid-state synthetic chemists tend to rely on rather simple models to anticipate
the properties of compounds and structures.For example, in the field of
electronic materials a solid-state chemist might consider the details of a crystal
structure, count valence electrons, and weigh the relative contributions of orbital
overlap and energy mismatch to predict whether a new compound is likely to be
a metal, semiconductor, or insulator.In the field of optical materials, one can
consider the crystal and electronic structures of a particular host to anticipate
some of the gross luminescence features of an ion doped into it. A similar model,
however, has not been effectively presented for second-harmonic generation from
inorganic crystals.We describe in this contribution a simple model for the
approximate determination of the second-order optical susceptibility coefficients
of noncentrosymmetric orthoborates, carbonates, and nitrates or any material
containing independent triangular groups. A semiquantitative predictive capability
of nonlinearities is achieved from consideration of a crystal structure only.
We have selected compounds containing triangular groups for study, in part,
because of our interests in preparing new types of borate optical frequency
converters.Borates, such asBaB2O4(BBO) (1,2) andLiB3O5(LBO) (3), are
particularly useful for frequency conversion of high-power pulsed lasers to short
wavelengths. They have been useful for frequency conversion of Nd:YAG (2-4),
Ti:A1203(5), andCr:LiSrAIF6laser light into the UV, and they also function as
efficient optical parametric oscillators in this wavelength region (6-8).In22
synthesizing new simple orthoborates we would like to be able to anticipate the
limits of their nonlinearities and potential conversion efficiencies. To address the
potential efficiency of these materials we will consider the linear optical properties
in terms of the structural arrangement of the oxoanions.This is particularly
important, considering the recent finding that the compoundK2La(NO3)52H20
containing the triangular nitrate oxoanion exhibits the lowest power threshold of
any frequency converter for the wavelength range900-950rim(9).
A light wave of sufficient intensity impressed on a noncentrosymmetric crystal
can induce a nonlinear response in polarization in the crystal that will lead to
generation of a second or higher-order harmonic signaL The central feature to be
addressed in considering the conversion capacity of a given crystal is the amount
of output power than can be obtained from a given input power. We are
interested in conversion efficiency, and the minimum input power to convert, for
example,50%of the incoming light to the second harmonic.
What governs these processes for a specificcrystal?The second-harmonic
power P, generated from a laser beam of power P. may be partially described
with relationship (1) (10)
P2COhdimPøexP[-'(aø+---)J (1)
2
where L,,b represents the thickness and dispersion of the crystal (the linear optical
properties), d, is the relevant SHG coefficient (susceptibility), and the exponential
term represents absorption at the fundamental and second harmonic wavelengths.23
To achieve a high conversion efficiency there should be little absorption at the
fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths, and a large value ofmay be
desirable. Also inherent in relationship (1) is the condition that the polarization
waves having frequencieswand 2w be phase matchable, i.e., n(w)=n(2w). It is
generally a small phase mismatch (n(w)n(2w)) that prevents the conversion
efficiency of many materials from approaching or exceeding50%.In general, the
most desirable phase-matching conditions for conversion from IR to visible
wavelengths are met with crystals having a small birefringence, but phase matching
at these wavelengths can also be achieved with a highly birefringent material.
Because the refractive indices of the crystals to be considered here increase rapidly
at shorter wavelengths (the absorption edge is being approached), it is necessary
to have a significant birefringence to be able to achieve phase matching and
frequency conversion from the visible into the ultraviolet (the birefringence must
be equal to or exceed the normal dispersion of the refractive indices).In
addressing the characteristics of a crystalline frequency converter, it will be
necessary to consider at some level both the linear and nonlinear optical
properties.
Frequency Conversion and The Model
We begin with a simplified description of optical second harmonic generation.
In this process, an oscillating electric field (a light wave) interacts with a polar
substance to rearrange its electron density and induce a polarization.Two
responses of a polar unit B-O which may be considered to be a polar molecule
such as HQ or a boron-oxygen bond are depicted in Figure 2.1. At the top of this24
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Figure 2.1.Pictorial description of optical second harmonic generation using
light waves.25
figure is a representation of the electric field associated witha half wavelength of
light.As indicated in the middle portion, the typicalresponse of B-O upon
interaction with this field is a charge displacement and development ofan
oscillating dipole that follows the frequency of the incoming light.Such an
oscillating dipole produces a linear response and is responsible fora variety of
effects, including the scattering of light from a fluorescent lamp off the walls and
objects in our work environments.
In the second-order response, we assume two photons interact simultaneously
with the B-O unit. In doing so, the unit experiencesa much larger electric field.
As seen at the bottom of Figure 2.1, at a sufficient field strength thedipole of the
B-O unit can be reversed at theapex of the oscillating field.Over one half-
wavelength oscillation of the two incoming photons the magnitude ofthe dipole
passes through zero twice, completing a full wavelength. The two fundamental
photons have been fused into a single photon of twice the frequency. This simple
illustrationisconsistent with the anharmonic model of second-harmonic
generation, since its application to a nonpolar unit will not producea second-order
polarization.
This notion of dipole reversal, while overly simplified, does emphasizethe state
mixing that must occur. To alter the dipoleson a molecule in this way, electron
density must flow from filled ground states to empty excitedstates.The
probability that a certain state of polarizationcan be achieved in production of a
second-order process is given by the second-order polarizability,fi(11).26
g e.e1 (e°g) (o'eiwg-2ø)
In the three photon process, we consider transitions among a ground level and
two excited levels, Figure 2.2. The transition moments appear in the numerator,
and they are appropriately weighted in the denominator by the energy differences
between the transition energies (w - wg and w-Wg) and the fundamental (w) and
second-harmonic (2w) wavelengths. In this way, the actual electronic transition
associated with the transition-moment integral is characterized as a virtual
transition. By summing these interactions over all ground and electronic states, we
can visualize the displacement of electric charge on applicationof the oscifiating
electric field (the light wave).
This microscopic model of second-order processes for single molecules can
now be extended to a macroscopic crystaLIn the model we employ here, we
assume the bulk characteristics are simply a sum of the microscopic results.The
second-order process is a localized effect of the incident light on the electrons of
individual molecules or anionic groups, and itis assumed that there is no
delocalization of charge beyond these groups. In our application, these anions are
NO3, CO3, and BO3. The macroscopic equivalent of fi, the second-order
susceptibilitymay then be calculated from expression (2) (12).
N
(2)
p-i .Ljk27
Figure 2.2. Sketch of the three photon process for SHG.where V is the volume of the unit cell; N is the number of anionic groups in the
cell; the coefficients R are the direction cosines between the macroscopic
coordinate axes of the crystal and the microscopic coordinate axes of thepth
anionic group; and flijkis the microscopic second-order susceptibility of an
individual group.So, from knowledge of the arrangement of the groups in a
crystal structure and their microscopic coefficientsfi,approximate macroscopic
values Xuic may be calculated (this is anoriented gas model-local field corrections
are not included).
Chen (13) and Zyss and Oudar (12) have successfully applied this theory to a
variety of materials and Chen and coworkers have achieved, in cases where the
model is applicable, reasonable agreement between the computations and
experiments.With this model, the bulk susceptibility coefficients9)may be
calculated from the localized molecular orbital wave functions of the group. In
our application of the model we assume that the triangular oxoanions in each
structure have D symmetry.With this assumption, itis not necessary to
specifically computefivalues. These values maysimplybe summed symbolically
with (2), since the unique coefficients are related by symmetry, = = P131
= P113(10).Although bond polarizabilities and microscopic nonlinearities are
sensitive to distortions from this symmetry, the distortions are small and likely not
to be as significant as the large differences that result from the relative
orientations of the groups. In our application of the anionic group theory, we will
focus on the magnitude of the susceptibility as it relates to a specific structural29
arrangement. The approach here provides a more interpretive structural method
for estimating nonlinearities.
Before proceeding it is useful to review the meaning of the subscriptsijk
associated withfi.The numerical counterparts to theijksubscripts are 1, 2, or 3
corresponding to they, or z cartesian coordinate axes of the chromophore. The
i subscript describes the direction of polarization induced by the incoming photons,
and the j and k subscripts specify the directions of electric polarization for the
incoming photons. Consequently,flindicates the magnitude of polarization in
the z direction from two photons also polarized along z.Likewise, forfl131,the
magnitude of polarization in the x direction is described, and the directions of
polarization for the incident photons are along z and x, Figure 2.3. Because the
induced polarization must occur in the plane containing the bond axes, a triangular
oxoanion lying in theplane cannot be polarized along the y direction; this
explains the lack of a 2 (y) component among the uniqueficoefficients underD31,
symmetry.
Susceptibilities
Results from application of (2) to analyses of all noncentrosymmetric
structures containing triangular oxoanions are listed in Table 2.1.In this table,
values in the column - % of optimum - are a percentage of the maximum
susceptibility that could be achieved at the number density of groups for the
compound; these values were obtained from the quotient of the highestxvalue
and number density for each compound. They provide a direct measure of the30
z
Figure 2.3. Polarization directions of the two incident photonsdepicted
byfl131.Table 2.1. Calculated nonlinearities for triangular oxoanions:
(a) B03, (b) NO3, and (c) CO3.
(a) Borates:
Space % of
Material GroupOptimum Normalized Xijk2
L.a2Sr3(B03)4 Pc21n 6
Sr5(B03)3C1
Sr5(B03)3Br
LiCdBO3
NdSc3(BO3)4
YAI3(B03)4
NdAl3(B03)4
Ag3BO3
BaZn2(BO3)2
KBe2(BO3)F2
C2221 27
C2221 29
94
X113X311 -0.017
x= x= -0.043
0.060
Xi X213X312 -0.21
X173X213X312 -0.34
X111-X1n-X212 0.15
X112X211Zm 1.00
R32 49 XiiiXinX212 0.62
R32 49 X111-X1n-X212 0.75
R32 49
R32 100
P212121 4
C2 100
X111-X1n-X212 0.73
-XiiiXinX212 0.73
XizX213X312 -0.040
X112- X211Xm 0.65
X123X213X312 0.007
3132
Table 2.1(a) continued...
Material Space
Group
%of
Optimum NormalizedXIk
Ba3Sc(B03)3 P63cm 0.2 X113= X= X311
X322 -0.0001
x= 0.002
LaSc3(B03)4 Cc 6 Xiii -0.096
XinX212 0.15
Xi X313 0.051
X113X311 -0.069
X223X322 0.11
-0.039
Mg5(B03)3F Pna21 5 X113= X311 0.006
Z322 -0.055
0.049
Ca5(B03)3F Cm 27 Xiii 0.16
XinX212 -0.25
Xi X313 0.092
X113X311 0.17
X112X211 0.006
Xm= 0.007
Xn3=Xn= 0.18
X333 0.01033
Table 2.1(b) Nitrates:
Material Space % of
GroupOptimum Normalized
Cd(NO3)2 Pca21 19 X113X311 0.33
-0.31
-0.20
Pr(OH)2NO3 P21
Ba(NO3)2 P213
79 X112X211 0.29
X312 Xi X213 0.031
X233X323 -0.78
X222 0.49
0.4
K2La(NO3)5'2H20Fdd2 36
Rb2Na(NO3)3 Pmc21 82
Ag3INO3 P212121 12
Ag2INO3 P212121 10
X1z3X213X312 0.006
X113X311 0.46
X223X3n -0.42
X333 -0.036
X123X213X312 0.034
X113X311 1.00
X223X322 -0.24
Xi X213X312 -0.12
X123X213X312 0.073
AgNO3 P212121 4 Zi= X213X312 0.05734
Table 2.1(b) continued...
Space
Material Group
%of
Optimum NormalizedX1Jk
HNO33H20 P212121 18 Xiii -0.081
XinX212 0.036
XiX313 0.045
X1z3X213X312 0.15
X113X311 -0.048
X112X211 0.069
x= 0.008
x= x= -0.077
x= x= 0.072
X333 -0.025Table 2.1(c) Carbonates:
Space % of
Material GroupOptimum Normalized XIJk2
Pb2OCO32H2O R3m
CaMg3(CO3)4 R32
CeFCO3 PW2c
BaMg(CO3)2 R32
BaCa(CO3)2 P321
100 -X112-X211X222 0.51
50 X111=-X1n=X212= 0.94
25
61
33
Ca2Na2(CO3)3 Anim2 43
Na2CO31½D2O2Aba2 1
XiiiXinX212 0.33
X111-X1n-X212 0.96
Xiii 0.48
XinX212 -0.47
Xi X313 -0.003
Xii. X213X312 0.010
X113X311 0.017
X112X211 0.001
0.004
-0.005
Xz X322 0.017
XizX213X312 -0.007
X113X311 0.53
XmX3n 0.12
-0.65
Z113- X311 0.008
Xm X3n -0.008
-0.0002
35Table 2.1(c). continued...
Space % of
Material GroupOptimum Normalized Xk2
CaNa2(CO3)22H20Fdd2 28
K2Cu(CO3)2
BaCa(CO3)2
YOHCO3
36
Xiii -0.0002
XinX212 0.0002
Xi X313 0.00006
X113- X311 -0.30
X112X211 -0.002
0.001
0.32
Fdd2 26 Xin= X212 0.001
X15X313 -0.001
XizX213X312 0.0008
X113X311 0.042
X112X211 -0.0003
X2n -0.026
XXn 0.003
XmX3n 0.29
-0.33
P21 46 Xz= X213X312 0.50
X112X211 -0.65
Xm 1.00
Xzf Xn -0.35
P21212114 Xi X213X312 -0.1937
Table 2.1(c). continued...
Space % of
Material GroupOptimum Normalizedx
Na2CO3H20 P21ab 75 X113= X311 0.79
x= X3n= 0.003
-0.79structural contribution to the nonlinearity.In the final column9)values are
normalized to the largest value calculated for each type of group. Few individual
susceptibility coefficients have been experimentally determined for borates,
nitrates, and carbonates.The magnitudes of the calculated nonlinearities,
however, have been found to scale with nonlinearities obtained from Kurtz-Periy
second-harmonic tests of microcrystalline samples (14) (cf. Tables 2.1 and 2.2).
Interpretation of these values is best appreciated by first considering a few
model examples. In Figure 2.4, twoB03groups are drawn with all B-O vectors
aligned in a unit cell of volume V.(This local coordinate system is retained
throughout the paper.)Considering the coefficientsfl(polarization of the
groups along z from two incident photons having their electric fields directed along
z) for each group, we find from (2) that a simple constructive summation affords
x= 1/V x 2 x fl. By translating the contents in the cell of Figure 2.4 in the xz
plane, layers ofB03groups similar to those in the compoundsKBe2BO3F2(15)
andLiCdBO3(16) (Figure 2.5) are formed. The difference in the magnitude of
the calculatedvalues (Table 2.1) for these crystals is largely determined by the
volume of the unit cells and the resulting number density ofB03groups. In the
compound KBe2BO3F2, theB03number density is 0.858 x 10/cm3, while in
LiCdBO3it is 1.532 x 10/cm3. The ratio of these densities, 0.56, is similar, but
smaller than the ratio of the calculatedX2nvalues, 0.69, so there must be an
additional structural effect associated with the smaller susceptibility of the Cd
compound. There isonlyone crystallographic type ofB03group in the structure39
Table 2.1 Calculated and experimental nonlinearities for selected
orthoborates.
a Compound ,ijk I/10(quartz)
LiCdBO3 X111-X1n-X212 0.15 12
X112X211Xzz 1.0
YA13(B03)4 -Xiii== 0.65 lOc
NdSc3(B03)4 -Xiii= XIn- Z212 0.49 09c
LaSc3(B03)4b XinX212 0.15 <0.1c
KBe2BO3F2 X112= X211X2n 0.65
BaZn2(B03)21' X1= Xi= Z312 -0.04 0.1c
Sr5(B03)3C? Xiz- X213X312 -0.21
Ba3Sc(B03)3t' 0.002 <0.1c
X113X2z X311 0.0001
X3z2
anoaljzed values
bmaterial discovered in this lab
Ovalue measured in this lab40
B
o o
B
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Figure 2.4. Sketch of the alignment ofB03groups where all of the B-O
vectors are aligned in the unit cell.41
0
Figure 2.5. Projection of theB03groups ofLiCdBO3onto the ab plane
(space group = P'). The coordinate system for theB03
groups is defined.42
of the compoundKBe2BO3F2(space group C2); under translational symmetry all
of the B-O vectors are perfectly aligned. As seen from Figure 2.5, the B-O vectors
for the three crystallographically independentBC)3groups inLiCdBO3are not
exactly aligned. They are each slightly rotated about the 3-fold axis orthogonal to
the principal plane, and it is these rotations that lead to the smaller magnitude of
x(for this example,IxI = IXmIof Table 2.1).
How sensitive is the value ofto this type of rotation? We modeled this by
considering the pairwise summation of groups where the angle of rotation 0 for
the second group, Figure 2.6, was incremently varied from 0300.For 0 = 30°,
it should be clear thatx= 0 since translation of each group to a common B-
atom point produces a centrosymmetric arrangement and the summation of the
+fljJkvalues from one group with-flkvalues from the other. Because the relative
magnitude offlwill oscillate with a period of 0 = 2ir/3 for this rotation, we find
a cos 30 functional dependence. Of course, the actual functional form will involve
a summation of terms constituting the products of a trigonometric function and
one of the allowed second-order coefficientsfl, fl311, fl,or /9w. Because these
fivalues are related by symmetry, the summation can be reduced to a single
trigonometrically equivalent form.
An approximatexcoefficient forUCdBO3may now be calculated from (2)
or by using a protractor to measure 0 for each of the groups depicted in Figure
2.5, followed by application of the cos 30 dependence and multiplication by the
reciprocal of the unit cell volume. The procedure is the following:x= 1/V
[(fia33)groupl + (/9)pxup2 + (fi)group3] =1/V [flcos (3(10°)) +flcos (3(8°))43
I#.
B B
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Figure 2.6. Rotation about theC3axis.44
+ficos (3(-5 = 1/V [2.7fl].An optimal arrangement ofB03groups
at this number density would produce a value of= 1/V [3'fl], sothe
arrangement inLiCdBO3is -90% of optimum. Among the known orthoborates
this material should have the highest nonlinearity; the Kurtz-Perry tests support
this finding (Table 2.2).
We have extended these analyses to determination of the functional
dependencies of the otherfivalues by considering rotations about the cartesian
axes, Figure 2.7. One rotation is about a B-O vector and the other at90° (30°
to the nearest B-O vector) in the principal plane of the group. The resulting
functional dependencies for rotations about these axes are summarized in Table
2.3. These functions may be used directly to compute approximate susceptibilities.
Butsimplyknowing their forms allows us to qualitatively predict the magnitude of
a coefficient from a cursory visual inspection of the arrangement ofBO3groups
in a structure.
There are two crystallographically inequivalent borate groups in the material
YA13(B03)4(space group R32) (17) that lie in planes orthogonal to the c axis.
From Figure 2.8a, theB103groups are seen to align with B-O vectors directed
along -a, opposite from the alignment of theB203groups with B-O vectors
directedonlyslightly off +a; three Bi-centered planes and nine B2-centered
planes occupy each cell. From a cursory examination of the structure, we expect
the nonlinearity to be 50% of optimum. The three Bi-centered planes may be
considered to be centrosymmetrically related to three of the B2-centered planes.45
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Figure 2.7. Rotation about a B-O vector (top) and at
900(30° to the nearest
B-O vector) in the principal plane (bottom).Table 2.3. Functional dependenciesofthe hyperpolarizability coefficients.
Rotation orthogonal to plane Rotation aboutB-Ovector Rotation in plane at
(C3 axis) (C2 axis) 900to the C2 axis
-fluii= 13133= 13313* sin3O fl=13311 cos2O
-13113=-13311= /9333* cos3O /3223= /322 *SiflO
13123= 1321313312* ½sin2O
/3333 *1
/9113- 13311 * -cosO
/9112= /9211 * -sinO
/222 *sjn3O
/3333 * cosO
13223= 13322 * cosOsinO
13233= /9323 *sinOcos2O47
AZ
B1
Figure 2.8a. Sketch of the rotation of theB03groups forYAI3(B03)4about
theC3axis.The fi values of these groups cancel, leaving a simple construction summation of
thefivalues of sixB203groups among the total of 12B03groups to determine
x.By applying the functional dependencies, the value ofx=-X113 = -X311is
easily calculated for the Bi-centered group as 1/V[ficos(3(1800))]3 groups
= 1/V [-3fl].In referring to Table 2.1, the local z axis is projected onto the
a axis of the ciystal system, soin this example corresponds to Xiii in Table 2.1.
Alignment of the secondgrouprequires rotations of approximately -8° about the
axis at 90° to theC2axis (Figure 2.8b) and
70about the B-O vector. Therefore,
xvalues are obtained by multiplication of the functions (cf. Table 2.3) for the
corresponding rotations; ie.,x= 1/V [fi cos3(-8°)1.00019groups =
1/V [8.74fl]andX113 = X311= 1/V -cos (-8°)'cos2(70)19groups
= 1/V [-8.78fl].Now the overall coefficients can be determined by adding
the sums determined for each type of borategroup sothat X= 1/V [(-3 + 8.74)
= 1/V [5.74fl]andXi13 = X311= 1/V [(3 + (-8.78)) fi] = 1/V [-5.78
fl]comparing to values calculated from (2) ofx= 1/V [5.85fl]andX113
= X311= 1/V [-5.85fl].Overall, the arrangement ofB03 groups is-48%
(5.78/12) of optimum, as expected.
As an additional example, we present the material Sr5(B03)3Cl (spacegroup
C2221)(18). This structure also contains two types ofB03 groups;however, only
the Bi-centered planes need to be considered in the calculation. As seen from
Figure 2.9a, pairs of B2-centered planes are related by theC2axis along b.
Translation of these groups to a common B-atom origin generates a center of
symmetry that leads to a complete cancellation of their fi values. Consequently,a
Figure 2.8b. Sketch of the rotation forYA13(B03)4at 900 to theC2axis in the principal plane.2
b
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Figure 2.9a. Orientations of the borate groups in Sr5(B03)3C1 are defined
for rotation about the plane orthogonal to theC3axis.51
we need only consider theB103groups where the relevant angles are100
(Ola)
about theC3axis (Figure 2.9a) followed by -28°(Olb)about a B-O vector (Figure
2.9b). Again the local coordinate system chosen for the functions does not match
the crystal coordinate system; the transformation from the local coordinate system
* crystal coordinate system isx .b,yc,z .a.
From symmetry constraints, the only allowed susceptibility coefficients in this
crystal system are X213,andX312(10). By considering the relationships among
the coordinate systems andfivalues, we findX123 = X213 = X312 =fl'/sin (2(-
280))= -0.415fiwhere the subscripts onxrefer to the crystal system and the
subscripts onfirefer to the local system. Addition of the coefficients for the eight
B(1)03groups results in Xi=X213 = X312= 1/V [8-0.415 = 1/V [-3.3 16
fl]comparing to 1/V [-3.177fl]calculated from (2).From these
calculations we predict that Sr5(B03)3C1 is approximately 21% (3.316/16) of
optimum.
The susceptibilities of the remaining borates may be determined in a similar
manner.In those compounds having maximumxvalues less than 10% of
optimum, an approximate center of symmetry can be associated with the
distribution of borate groups. The compoundBaZn2(B03)2(19) contains the two
crystallographically equivalent sets ofB03groups shown in Figure 2.10. Upon
translating two A triangles, one from each set, such that B atoms coincide, we find
the groups to be related by an approximate center of symmetry.The same
behavior is seen for pairs of A' groups, one from each set.This near centric
distribution, of course, leads to the pairwise cancellation offivalues and the small52
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Figure 2.9b. Orientations of the borate groups in Sr5(B03)3C1 aredefined
for rotation about theC2axis.Figure 2.10. Orientation of the B03 groups in BaZn2(B03)2.54
magnitude ofx.In the compound Ba3Sc(B03)3, a centrosymmetric character is
indicated by the smallxvalues, and examination of its structure indicates the
acentricity is primarily dictated by the distribution of the Ba atoms (20).In
considering the nonlinearity of the materialAg3BO3due consideration should be
given to the electronic properties of the ion Ag' and itsfivalues. The probable
photochemistry and synthesis conditions should also be reviewed in assessing the
material as a frequency converter.
In addition to these orthoborates, the method may be extended to condensed
borate units. The much used frequency conversion materialfl-BaB2O4contains
B306benzene-like rings havingD3hsymmetry. This compound crystallizes in a
noncentrosymmetric structure (space group R3c) containing layers of these rings
(Figure 2.11) (21). A segment of the structure about an individual Ba atom,
Figure 2.12, reveals the three orientations of theB306groups in the structure. To
align these groups along the local z axis requires rotations of 11°, 180, and 29°
about optic axis(C3axis).Calculation ofby using the functional relations
results in [2 . cos 3(00) + 2cos 3(11°) + cos 3(18°) + cos 3(29°)] . =
4.3fl; therefore, theB306arrangement is approximately 72% (4.3/6) of
optimum.
Conversion Efficiency
The susceptibility of a crystal is but one factor in determining its quality as a
useful frequency converter.If several crystals satisfy selected power and
wavelength criteria of a particular application, one method for comparing theirFigure 2.11.B306layers in the material j-BaB2O4.56
Figure 2.12. Borate environment about a Ba atom in BBO.57
performance characteristics is on the basis of their "threshold powers" (22)Fb =
(1/F)(1fl9/C)2where F = w1/w2, C I ,.i(nin2n3)½, andfibrepresents the
angular sensitivity to phase matching.(The details of phase matching are
discussed below.) A nonlinear crystal will convert efficiently ifPthis smaller than
the peak power of the laser as modified by a beam-quality factor, and, in general,
a material having a lower threshold power will be more efficient. Velsko, Webb,
Davis, and Huang have computed the optimized threshold powers listed in Table
2.4 (3). Obviously, low threshold powers and high conversion efficiencies will be
achieved with materials having large nonlinear susceptibilities (doff) and smallfi.
The importance offiis seen from a comparison of the characteristics of KD'P (3)
with BBO and LBO. The susceptibility of BBO is six-fold greater than that of
KDP but its large angular sensitivity affords a Ps,,that is only 25% less. For LBO,
a susceptibility that is nine-fold greater and afithat is almost four-fold less
sensitive contribute to a Pt,, that is two orders of magnitude smaller than KIYP.
To relate conversion efficiencies to fi, requires the establishment of quantitative
relationships between structure and linear optical properties. While we have yet
to fully implement these relationships, we can identify important features from the
properties of known compounds.
To realize a significant coherence length and energy generation in a second-
harmonic wave the fundamental and second-harmonic waves must be phase
matched, i.e., n(w) = n(2w). The most popular method of phase matching relies
on the variation of the refractive index with both the polarization and theTable 2.4. Parameters for Frequency Doubling 1.064-am light with Type I
phase matching.
dg
(pm/V) (cmrad)-1
Pth
(MW)
Conversionb
Efficiency
Jypa 0.34 2390 67 36%
CDA 0.47 295 0.6 91%
BBO 2.04 10000 49 42%
KTP 3.18 650 0.1 96%
LBO 3.18 650 0.1 76%
Type II phase matching for KDP
bCalculated values assuming a pulsed laser operating at 100 mJ/20ns pulse
with a fluence of 10 J cm2.wavelength of a light wave in an anisotropic crystal. BBO is an example of such
an anisotropic crystal. The anisotropy derives from the interactions of the electric-
field polarizations of the light waves and the layers ofB306groups.For light
propagating in any direction within the planes, the phase velocity of waves
polarized in the planes will be less than the velocity of light polarized orthogonal
to the planes. The slower velocity derives from the stronger interactions with the
B306groups.These waves are impeded as they induce a polarization in the
groups by shifting electron density through the .ir system of the groups. For the
orthogonal polarization such a strong interaction cannot exist, and the phase
velocity of this wave is less affected by the crystal. Such anisotropic crystals where
the velocity of light is not always the same and varies with propagation direction
are called birefringent. The velocity of light is indicated by its reciprocal, the
refractive index.In BBO, the direction orthogonal to polarization within the
planes corresponds to the higher indexri0(cf. Figure 2.11) (also the optic axis),
and the orthogonal polarization corresponds to the smaller index n. The subscript
o refers to the ordinary ray and the subscript e refers to the extraordinary ray.
When a light ray travels through BBO at some arbitrary angle to theB306planes,
e.g.300to n0, the ray separates into two components of orthogonal polarization,
the ordinary and the extraordinary waves. The velocity of the ordinary wave is
dictated by the amplitude ofn0and the velocity of the extraordinary wave is
governed by a value of n that is betweenn0and n. The two rays separate in
space (orwalk-off)by an angle that is determined by the magnitude of thebirefringence. For BBO this value An = n.-n0.11. This large birefringence
may be compared to the values of 0.009 for quartz (23), 0.012 forMgF2(24), and
0.008 for sapphire (24).
Because the interaction between the electric field of the light wave changes
with energy and frequency of the light wave, the refractive indices will exhibit
dispersion.The dispersion curves for BBO are plotted in Figure 2.13 from
published Sellmeier coefficients (25).Now, the phase matching condition is
n(w)=n(2a). To satisfy this condition for a 1064-nm fundamental in the Type I
mode, two ordinaiy waves may be combined to form a second-harmonic
extraordinary wave. Because the angle between n. andneis 90°, the propagation
angle relative to the n optic axis that is necessary to achieve phase matching may
be deduced from Figure 2.13 to be approximately 20°; the experimentally
determined value is 22.7°.
The high angular sensitivity of BBO at this phase-matching angle derives from
the variation of the refractive index with propagation direction, the high
birefringence, and anisotropic structure of the material.The variation of n
betweenn0and n will follow expression (3)
1cos2Osin2O (3)
n2 n
where 0 is the direction of propagation relative to the optic axis. In considering
a graph of this function or its derivative, the variations in n with 0 values near 0
or900are found to be small. For intermediate values n will vary widely with1.80
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Figure 2.13. Dispersion curves for BBO.changes in 0.The variations in n will be amplified by the magnitude of the
birefringence.In BBO, a highly birefringent material, a slightly divergent or
multimode laser will sample a variety of angles 0 and refractive indices n. The
phase matching condition will not always be strictly satisfied. A high angular
sensitivity is anticipated, and a decreased conversion efficiency is observed.
While the high birefringence of BBO may limit the conversion efficiency, it
does allow direct conversion processes to short wavelengths. For instance, a 532-
nm fundamental may be phase matched to a 266-nm second harmonic (cf. Figure
2.13). Borate anions have absorption edges that fall in the range 160-190 nm. As
the energy of incident light approaches the energy of the absorption edge a rapid
increase in refractive indices occurs.If the birefringence is not large enough to
compensate for this dispersion, it will not be possible to generate light in a second-
harmonic process. Such is the case for LBO where an appropriate index n(2w)
is not available for phase-matching a 532-nm fundamental, Figure 2.14 (3).
An additional example of these considerations is given by the compound
K2La(NO3)521-120 (KLN) (9). This material has been shown to have the lowest
threshold power of any converter in the range 0.9 - 0.95 jim. Its threshold power
is also superior to both KTP (KTiOPO4) and LBO for doubling 1.06 m light.
Because the structure of KLN was available prior to any detailed optical
measurements, we predicted the relative magnitudes and signs of the d coefficients
(Table 2.5).The agreement subsequently found with the experiments is
reasonable considering the simplicity of the model and the presence of heavy
atoms in the material that likely contribute to the susceptibility.1.70
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Figure 2.14. Dispersion curves for LBO.64
Table 2.5. Experimental and Computed Nonlinearities for
K2La(NO3)52H20 (9).
Experiment Computation
X311 = +0.90 ± 0.1 pm/V ±0.98
X3n = -1.14 ± 0.15 pm/V -1.06
= ±0.20 ± 0.10 pm/V +0.08
'fl(NO3) = 5.26 x 10.31 esu cm365
Because the nitrate groups do not adopt a coplanar arrangement in the
structure, the relevant birefringence of KLN n = n,,-n0.02 represents a small
value for a crystal composed of triangular oxoanions. For the Type I conversion
of 1.06-nm light, the valuefl= 50 (cm rad) has been determined. This small
angular sensitivity derives from the magnitude of the birefringence and the
dispersion of the refractive indices. The absorption edge of the material, 335 nm,
occurs at a considerably lower energy in comparison with a borate. As a result,
the rapid rise in the refractive indices begins to occur at longer wavelengths. As
seen from Figure 2.15, this combination of effects places the phase matching index
n(2w) very close to nfl and 0=90° (noncritical phase matching). From expression
(3) the angular sensitivity j9is seen to vanish at 0=90°. From phase matching
experiments, the deviation from noncritical phase matching has been determined
to be less than10,affording small values for /3 and Pth.
We are predicting that the new materialRb2Na(NO3)2(space group Pmc2i)
(25) will have the highest nonlinearity among the known nitrates[d15(Rb2Na(NO3)3
- 2 x d(K2La(NO3)52H20)]. The three types of groups in the unit cell are
sketched in Figure 2.16.Approximate susceptibilities may be readily obtained
from the functions for rotation about the axis illustrated at the right of Figure 2.7;
here, the designated coordinates coincide with the crystal coordinates and no
transformation is required. The results are summarized in Table 2.6 where est.
values are derived from the functions following determination of 0, and caic.
values are determined from (2).The total valueX113= 1.58 means that then
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Figure 2.15. Dispersion curves for KLN.C
z
Figure 2.16. Nitrate groups in the unit cell of Rb2Na(NO3)3.Table 2.6. Calculated nonlinearities forRb2Na(NO3)3.
N(1)03O 1600 N(2)03O200° N(3)03O125° Total
Xc.t. Xcaic' Xat Xcsic Xcst. Xciiic
X113=X311=-cosO 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.37 0.37 1.57 1.58
X112=X211=-sinO -0.22 -0.23 0.22 0.21 -0.53 -0.51 -0.53 -0.53
Xv2=sifl3O 0.03 0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.35
cos3O -0.53 -0.52 -0.53 -0.54 -0.12 -0.13 -1.18 -1.19
X=Xm= cosOsin2O-0.07 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.25 -0.24 -0.39 -0.38
x=x=sinOcos2O0.19 0.20 -0.19 -0.19 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.19
x10.31esunonlinearity of this material is likely to be -50% (1.5 8/3) of the maximum response
that could be achieved at this number density of nitrate groups. The lack of
coplanarity in the assemblage of the groups (cf. Figure 2.16) should relax the
birefringence of the materiaLTherefore, we anticipate that a small angular
sensitivity could combine with a significant nonlinearity to produce a material
having a low threshold power. Continued study of this material certainly appears
warranted.
These results and considerations can now be used to provide guidelines and
further impetus for the synthesis of new borates. We concentrate on borates
because of their high damage thresholds (4,26) and their accessibility in ciystalline
form. To optimize the nonlinearity of an orthoborate, new compounds should
haveat least oneB-O bond from each group aligned as inLiCdBO3and
K2BeBO3F2. In these known materials, theB03groups form well-defined planes,
and a high birefringence is observed. l'his birefringence will likely increase the
angular sensitivities of the materials and their threshold powers.Lower
birefringence could be producedwithouta decrease in the nonlinearity from a
collection ofB03groups as illustrated in Figure 2.17.The nonlinearity is
maintained by the invariance of the coefficientfiupon rotation about a B-O
vector (Table 2.3).Considering the reported susceptibilities: BBO, Xiii = 1.6
pm/V (25) (67% of optimalB03arrangement - calculated from expression (2));
LBO,= 0.85 pm/V [d= 0.82 pm/V] (3); YA13(B03)4, Xiii = 1.5 pm/V (50%
of optimalB03arrangement) [dff = 1.23 pm/V] (27), we anticipate that a simple70
Figure 2.17. Potential arrangement ofB03groups for obtaining high
nonlinearity and low birefringence.71
orthoborate having a dense, noncentrosymmetric distribution similar to Figure 2.17
may well have properties similar to or exceeding those of LBO. This view is
supported by the results obtained from KLN (9) where near noncritical phase
matching is achieved.
Summary
In this contribution, we have attempted to give a simple, coherent account of
some of the relationships between ciystal structures and the properties of second-
harmonic generators. In addition to nonlinear susceptibility and angular sensitivity,
other properties such as the behavior ofdegwith phase-matching angle,
temperature sensitivity, thermal conductivity, and optical damage must be
examined in appraising a material for a selected application.Considering the
multitude of frequency conversion processes and the continuing development of
coherent sources, particularly at shorter wavelengths, it is likely that the demand
for new materials for conversion into the visible and UV will increase. To this
end, the models developed here should contribute to the selection, development,
and understanding of new materials.72
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CHAPTER 3
SrLiB9O15- NONCENTROSYMMETRIC
CONDENSATION OFB307RINGS
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler
To be submitted to Chem. Mat. (1992)77
Abstract
A new acentric borate containing theB307ring has been discovered and
characterized. It has the formulaSrLiB9O15and czystallizes in space group R3c(h)
with cell constants a= 10.610(1), c= 17.538(2)A,and V= 1709.9(4)Aand Z=
6. The structure is built from a condensation of B03 andB04groups into vertex-
sharingB307units.The 3-dimensional borate framework contains channels
extending along the c axis; sites in these channels are alternately filled with Sr and
Li atoms. The magnitude of the optical second-harmonic signal in a Kurtz-Peny
test has been found to be equivalent to 85% of that of LBO. Structural and
optical results are compared to the similar materialsLiB3O5and CsB3O5.,L;1
Introduction
The compoundLiB3O5(LBO) is a relatively new optical frequency converter
that has been shown to have a low power threshold, high conversion efficiency,
and high damage threshold (1-2). Although the low birefringence of the material
prevents direct conversion beyond the third harmonic of Nd:YAG, its wide
transmission range makes possible parametric oscillation in the UV (2).The
structure of LBO is characterized by the condensation of theB307structural unit,
Figure 3.1. The favorable optical features of the material derive from the specific
electronicstructureofthisunitand theirrelativeorientationsinthe
noncentrosymmetric crystal.
In this report we describe the structure and optical properties of the new
materialSrLiB9O15which also exhibits a noncentrosymmetric structure formed
from the condensation ofB307rings.Examination of the borate framework
readily provides a qualitative assessment of the second-order nonlinearity. We
compare this new structure to those of LBO and the typeCsB3O5(3) to identify
important characteristics that contribute to the desirable optical features.79
Figure 3.1. Sketch of a B307 unit.Experimental
A powder sample of SrLiB9O15 was prepared by grinding together a
stoichiometric ratio of Sr(NO3)2 (AESAR, ACS grade), LiNO3 (Mallinckrodt,
analytical grade), and B203 (ALFA, 99.98%). The nitrates were decomposed at
923 K for/2h followed by regrinding and heating at 1023 K for 12 h.The
resulting powder was confirmed to be single phase by comparing its diffraction
pattern to one calculated with the program LAZY-PULVERIX.
Crystals were grown for X-ray structure analysis by melting the sample in a Pt
crucible at 1223 K and slowly cooling at 6 K/h to room temperature. A colorless,
transparent block of dimensions 0.15(2) x 0.15(2) x 0.20(2) mm was selected and
mounted on a glassfiber with epoxy for structure determination.All
measurements were made on a single-crystal, rotating-anode Rigaku AFC6R
diffractometer with graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation. Cell constants and
an orientation matrix for data collection were obtained from a least-squares
refinement with 19 automatically-centered reflections in the range 302036°.
The cell constants correspond to a rhombohedral cell (hexagonal axes); Laue
symmetry 3m1 was determined on the diffractometer.Intensity data were
collected over the range of indices 0h14, -14k14, -24 I24 by using
thewscan technique to a maximum 20 value of 60°. Of the 3471 reflections
collected, 640 data were unique, and 433 had F023a(F02). The intensities of three
representative reflections measured after every block of 200 data varied by an
average of 5.4% during the collection.EJI
The structure was solved by utilizing programs from the TEXSAN
crystallographic software package (4). On the basis of the systematic conditions,
hkil, -h+k+l=3n, and hhOl, l=2n, the statistical analysis of the intensity
distribution, and the successful refinement of the structure, the crystal was found
to form in the noncentrosymmetric space group R3c(h). The position of the Sr
atom was derived from the direct methods program SHELXS (5). Each of the
remaining atoms was subsequently located from difference electron density maps.
After a full-matrix isotropic refinement of the model, an absorption correction was
applied (transmission factors: 0.84-1.19) by using the program DIFABS (6). The
data were averaged (R11=0.093) and then refined with anisotropic thermal
displacement coefficients on every atom. Final least-squares refinement on F0 with
those reflections having F023a(F02) resulted in the residuals R=0.051 and
wR=0.067. The maximum and minimum peaks in the final difference electron
density map correspond to 0.6 and 0.4% of the Sr atom, respectively. Important
crystal data are outlined in Table 3.1 and atomic positional and isotropic thermal
parameters are listed in Table 3.2.
Unit-cell parameters were also determined by least-squares refinement with
20 values obtained by using a Philips X-ray diffractometer. A set of 15 reflections
were collected in the range 222046° with Si (NIST Standard Reference
Material 640b) as the internal reference.The refined cell parameters a=
10.617(2) andc=17.52(1) A compare to those from single-crystal data, indicating
that the crystal chosen for structure analysis was representative of the bulk sample.Table 3.1. Crystallographic Data for SrLiB9O15.
Formula Weight, amu
Crystal System
Space Group
a,A
c,A
v,A
z
D10 g cm3
F(000)
Diffractometer
Radiation
Data Collection
No. Observations
(F02 3c(F02))
R
a!
Maximum Shift in Final Cycle
431.84
Rhombohedral
R3c(h) [#161]
10.6 10(1)
17.538(2)
1709.9(4)
6
2.516
1236
Rigaku AFC6R
Mo Ka (A=0.71069)
graphite-monochromated
h, ±k, ±1
433
0.051
0.067
0.018
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 Thermal analysis was performed on a Harrop model DT-726 differential
thermal analyzer interfaced to a personal computer through a Metrabyte DAS-8
A/D converter and a Series M1000 signal conditioner. All software for the system
was written in this laboratory. Gold was used to calibrate the DTA beforeanalysis
of the samples. The sample was heated in a Pt cup withA1203as the reference,
and data were collected over the temperature range 1073-1273 K with a heating
rate of 15 K/mm.
The powder and single-crystal (edge lengths = 0.1 mm) SHG signals were
measured relative to those of the known frequency convertersLiB3O5(LBO) and
KH2PO42H20 (KDP). The experimental method of Kurtz and Perry (7) and a
Q-switched Molectron MY-34 Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm were employed
for the measurement. A powder sample of LBO was prepared by grinding
together a stoichiometric ratio ofLiNO3(Mallinckrodt, analytical grade) andB203
(ALFA, 99.98%), heating at 923 K for ½ h to decompose the nitrate, regrinding,
and heating at 1023 K for 12 h.Formation of the product was confirmed by
powder X-ray diffraction as previously described.Single crystals of LBO were
obtained from Dr. R. F. Feigelson at Stanford University (Stanford, CA). The
measurements were done by using an experimental apparatus engineered in this
laboratory (8).Results and Discussion
Structure
The structure ofSrLiB9O15embodies a 3-dimensional borate framework that
encircles the Sr and Li atoms. As seen in Figure 3.2, the framework is built from
a condensation ofB307units, Figure 3.1, that contains channels extending along
the c axis. Sites in these channels are alternately filled with Sr and Li atoms that
bind to 9 and 6 nearest neighbor 0 atoms, respectively.
The connectivity within the structure is best appreciated by referring to Figure
3.2 and considering the environments about the high-symmetry Li and Sr sites; the
symmetry about each atom is C3. Each distorted U-centered trigonal prism shares
three of its symmetry-related edges withB103triangles, three vertices in one
trigonal plane withB203triangles, and three vertices in the opposite plane with
B04groups. Radiating from theU06polyhedra in the (001) plane, the borate
groups act as bridges to the neighboring Sr-centered polyhedra by sharing edges
of theB04tetrahedra and vertices of theB03triangles. Without a common 0
atom between them, the Li- and Sr-centered polyhedra are linked alternately along
the c axis byB203triangles andB04tetrahedra (Figure 3.3). By extending these
connections within the translational symmetry of the lattice, the entire structure
ofSrLiB9O15may be generated.
The Sr atom is bound by nine 0 atoms in a distorted tricapped trigonal
prismatic environment (Figure 3.4). Atoms 02 and 05 define the trigonal faces
of the prism and three 01 atoms cap the resulting quadrilateral faces.Figure 3.2. Sketch of the dense, three-dimensional structure ofSrLiB9O15
presented in stereo where the shaded 9-coordinate sites areSr09
polyhedra, the unshaded distorted trigonal prisms areLi06polyhedra,
the tetrahedra areB04groups, and the triangles areB03groups.Figure 3.3. Chain of Li- and Sr-centered polyhedra linked alternately
along the c axis byB203groups andB04tetrahedra.J
Figure 3.4. Approximate-S6symmetry element associated with the borate
framework of SrLiB9O15.Considerable distortion is observed in the prism as the 02 trigonal face is rotated
by approximately 22.5° relative to the 05 face (Figure 3.4). Selected interatomic
distances and angles are listed in Table 3.3. The Sr -01, -02, and -05 distances
of 2.726(7), 2.723(8), and 2.843(8)A,respectively, affords an average length of
2.76(7)Awhich compares favorably to average lengths in other 9-coordinate sites -
2.72(6)AinSrBe2(B03)2(9) and 2.69(13)AinSr3Sc(B03)3(10).
The Li atom occupies a highly distorted trigonal prismatic site. It is displaced
from the trigonal plane of 03 atoms by 0.74Aand the plane of 04 atoms by 1.43
Ato give an Li-03 distance of 1.98(1)Aand an Li-04 distance of 2.48(2)A.
From a bond-valence calculation (11) the Li-03 interactions are found to account
for approximately 74% of the bonding with the U 04 interactions making up
the remainder.Therefore, the Li environment is best described as 3+3, a
distorted 3-coordinate site with three longer bonds to the neighboring 04 atoms.
As far as we know the only examples of both triangular and trigonal prismatic Li-
0 environments are found in the materialLi14Be5B(B03)9(12). For comparison,
the Li-0 bond lengths are 2.229(1)Afor the 6-coordinate Li and 1.916(1)Afor
the 3-coordinate Li. These values may also be compared with the length of 2.18
Acalculated for a 6-coordinate Li atom by using crystal radii (13). An additional
distortion of the prism arises from the relative rotation of the two opposite trigonal
0 faces.The twist angle is approximately 27.5° (cf. Figure 3.2), placing the
distortedLi06geometry intermediate to a trigonal prism and an octahedron.
Interatomic distances and angles in the borate framework are normal. AtomsT
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 Table 3.3. continued...
B3 -01 1.47(1) O1-B3-02 103. 1(9)
-02 1.51(1) O1-B3-04 107(1)
-04 1.46(2) 01-B3-05 113.5 (7)
-05 1.44(1) 02-B3-04 116.7(7)
02-B3-05 111(1)
04-B3-05 106(1)
B1-03-B2 122.0(9)
B1-05-B3 120.2(6)
B2-01-B3 120.8(8)92
Bi and B2 occupy distorted triangular planar sites and share atom 03 to form a
B205unit. The Bi- and B2- 03 distances are the longer interactions in theB03
planes (cf. Table 3.3). The terminalB102andB202planes rotate about the Bi-
03 and B2-03 vectors, respectively, to give an interplanar angle of 22.5° that is
common when compared to similar features in other known pyroborate groups
(14). The 4-coordinate B3 atom exhibits an average B-0 length of 1.47(3)Athat
compares to 1.48(7)AforSrB4O7(15), 1.46(3)AforZnB4O7(16), and 1.50(1)A
forCaBeB2O5(17).
Frequency conversion
We have determined the magnitude of the second-harmonic signal of
SrLiB9O15relative to LBO by the Kurtz-Perry method (7). The signal produced
from a 1064-nm fundamental corresponds to 85% of LBO. The lower value for
the Sr compound isrelated to the number density and orientation of
chromophores in the structure. The number density of B atoms inSrLiB9O15(3.15
xlOcm3)is 84% of that observed for LBO (3.75 x lOcm3). Only a slight
diminution of nonlinearity is expected from this density. A more significant
contributor is the disposition of the borate groups in the structure. As seen from
Figure 3.3, by neglecting the Sr and Li atoms an approximateS6symmetry element
positioned near 0, 0, 0.05 may be associated with the borate framework. This
element, if actually present, would contain a center of symmetry that would lead
to a cancellation of the hyperpolarizability coefficients associated with the borate93
repeat units. The presence of this approximate center of symmetry affords the
smaller conversion efficiency that is observed.
Condensation ofB307rings
The only other structures found to form from the condensation ofB307units
are LBO,CsB3O5(3), andT1B305(18); the structure ofT1B305is similar to that
of CsB3O5. Each of these materials forms a three-dimensional framework with
tunnels filled by metal atoms (Figure 3.5). The frameworks exhibit considerable
flexibility in adapting to the sizes and coordination demands of the associated
cations. This flexibility derives from the various ways by which theB307units may
condense.These condensation modes may be described by considering the
interplanar angles between theB205groups that share a commonB04tetrahedron
(Table 3.4). Comparison of these angles and visual inspection of the fragments
for each material (Figure 3.6) reveals the considerable variability attained in
connecting theB307units to construct the frameworks. The angular freedom is
onlyconstrained by the steric hindrance imposed by the neighboringB205
segments, the chemical and bonding demands of the 0 atoms and associated metal
atoms, and the need to preserve translational symmetry.
A significant difference among these materials is the number density ofB307
rings. The LBO lattice is the densest with a number density of 1.25 x 1(Pcm3,
and theCsB3O5andSrLiB9O15lattices are 33 and 84% of this value, respectively.
This observation is consistent with the sizes of the metal atoms in each phase and
the associated metal to boron ratio. In LBO the crystal radius of Li (0.73A) isr4
(c)
Figure 3.5. Stereoviews of theB307arrangements in (a)SrLiB9O15,(b) LBO, and
(c) CsB3O5.95
a)
(b)
1
Figure 3.6. Sketch of the hinging about the pyroborate units in the
[(B205)(B307)(B205)] fragments in (a) SrLiB9O15, (b) LBO, and
(c) CsB3O5.Table 3.4. Interplanar angles between the pyroborate units in the
[(B205)(B307)(B205)} fragments shown in Figure 3.5.
A(°) B(°)
(a)SrLiB9O15 72.1 88.0
(b)LiB3O5 83.6 23.0
(c)CsB3O5 12.3 45.097
drastically smaller than Cs (1.81A)inCsB3O5while the ratio of metal to boron
remains the same. For SrLiB9O15, the average crystal radius of the Sr and Li
atoms (1.18A)is between that of Li and Cs, but the metal to boron ratio is much
lower so that the density ofB307groups is comparable to LBO.These
comparisons are useful when seeking an SHG material because higher density of
chromophores will provide a larger susceptibility.
An important common feature for each of these materials is their formation
in noncentrosymmetric space groups. This acentricity derives from the chirality of
theB04group in eachB307ring. Considering the genericB307unit depicted in
Figure 3.7a, the simplest condition for achirality would be the presence of an
improper rotation axis2mirror plane. Accordingly, with this symmetry, the
terminalOaatoms on theB04group must rest on a mirror plane in a crystal. Also
the terminal°batoms on the twoB03groups must experience identical
environments; similar behavior must occur for the two bridging 0. atoms between
the tetrahedron and the two triangular planar groups. The likelihood of meeting
all of these requirements in the condensation ofB307rings is remote, considering
each example crystallizes in a noncentrosymmetric arrangement. The connectivity
of theB307groups for SrL1B9O15, LBO, andCsB3O5is represented by the
illustrations in Figure 3.7b, c, and d, respectively. One can easily see that none of
the groups exhibits C1symmetry, consequently chirality and a noncentrosymmetric
structure ensue. The acentricity of the lattice is predicated on the condensation
of theB307units into a 3-dimensional framework. The likelihood of observing aU /Sr
Qafa BiQ4,02
B2
Sr05 01Sr
I I
Bi B2
o(B
B3 q Ob
Li Li Sr
(a) (b)
Cs Cs
B3\ /Ll B2-21Cs
LiQ512
B1 Cs1 B1
Cs.
Cs
Li
B3 Bi B3. B27 Cs2
Cs Cs
Cs
Li
Li
Li Cs Cs Cs
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7. Sketch of the bonding interactions about theB307rings for (a) an achiral ring, (b) SrLiB9O15,
(c) LBO, and (d) CsB3O5.noncentrosymmetric structure containing isolated rings, at least through high
temperature synthetic methods, is much lower, making the borate framework an
important characteristic for the realization of a new frequency doubler.
It is well-known that a crystal must be noncentrosymmetric to convert to the
second harmonic of a fundamental (19). Continued synthetic efforts directed to
the preparation of borates with a B:O ratio of 3:5 are likely to produce additional
noncentrosymmetric materials from condensation ofB307rings. The alignment
of these rings is very important in determining the magnitude of the nonlinearity
for acrystal.One way to achieve the maximum nonlinearity is to have all of the
rings aligned parallel to one another.Unfortunately, after considering several
models we have determined that a three-dimensional lattice cannot be constructed
with such an alignment ofB307rings. We, therefore, anticipate that all materials
formed from condensation ofB307rings will exhibit skewed interplanar angles
among theB205groups (cf. Table 3.4). These angles should afford rather small
magnitudes of birefringence. This feature is likely to limit the direct conversion
to short wavelengths, butwillafford the potential to observe small power
thresholds and high conversion efficiencies.
A two-dimensional network having an alignment of borate groups for an
optimal nonlinearity can be constructed if the tetrahedralB04group is flattened
to a square-planar geometry. An example of this network is present in the
materialBaCuB2O5(20), described in the following article, where the B-centered
tetrahedra are replaced by tetrahedrally distorted, square-planarCu04polyhedra.100
Here, layers of composition[CuB2O5]2are bridged by 10-coordinate Ba atoms.
Within each layer all of theB205groups coincide with each other.
We end by noting that DTA studies reveal a single melting event at 1143 ±5
K for SrLiB9O15. Upon rapid cooling the material becomes a glass, but it will
recrystallize if the temperature is lowered at approximately 60 K/h. Small single
crystals have also been pulled directly from a stoichiometric melt by the
Czochralski method.Each of these results indicates that the material melts
congruently.101
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CHAPTER 4
A PRESCRIPTION FOR NEW BORATE FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler105
Comment
In the preceding chapters of this dissertation, the desirable characteristics of
frequency converters have been discussed. A simple approach was devised for the
estimation of second-order nonlinearities, and in Chapter 2 it was applied to
materials containing triangular oxoanions. Optimal arrangements for achieving
high nonlinearities or conversion to short wavelengths, or both, were identified.
Complex borate frameworks built from a condensation ofB307units were
compared in Chapter 3.These materials exhibit favorable nonlinear optical
(NLO) properties; however, as discussed in Chapter 3, an optimal arrangement of
the principle chromophores, yielding the highest nonlinearity, cannot be produced
from condensation ofB307units alone.Given the intrinsic limits of the
hyperpolarizability of theB03group and the structural confines of condensedB3O7
frameworks, other types of borates should be examined to realize improved NLO
properties. In this chapter, new noncentrosymmetric pyroborates are identified as
a likely source of these improved characteristics.
New pyroborates should provide high densities of chromophores having large
nonlinearities.Also, the variety of geometries adopted by theB205group will
affect the linear optical properties, conversion efficiency, and ability to convert to
short wavelengths.The number density ofB205groups in a pyroborate is
generally 60% of the density ofB03groups in a corresponding simple orthoborate
(e.g., number density ofBO3inSr3(B03)2= 13.70 x1021 cm3and number density106
ofB205inSr2B2O5 =&19 x lOcm3). For the pyroborate group to be more
effectivein second-harmonic generation,its maximum hyperpolarizability
coefficient should be approximately 1.7 times that of the orthoborate group.
Althoughthesecoefficientshaveyetto becalculatedor determined
experimentally, we expect the magnitude of the maximum coefficient to be similar
tofl(= -2.9308 x1031esu) of theB307ring (1). This coefficient corresponds
to in-plane polarization of theB205section of the ring; theB04segment of the
B307ring should have little effect on the magnitude of this coefficient.The
magnitude of the coefficient is much larger than the valuefl= .641 x 10esu
for a simple orthoborate group and should exceed any losses from the decreased
number density to produce higher nonlinearities for pyroborates.
Thompson, Smith, Huang, and Keszler have recently detailed the considerable
structural flexibility of the pyroborate group (2).B-O-B angles through the
bridging 0 atom cover the range 112.1-180°.Rotations about'r1(Figure 4.1)
afford interplanar angles between the terminalB02groups that range from0-74°.
Veiy recently, Alekel and Keszler have identified a pyroborate group with nearly
orthogonalB02planes (3) (Figure 4.2). This structural variability should produce
materials of differing nonlinearities and birefringence. Crystals containing nearly
planar pyroborate groups (smallr1)generally exhibit layered-type structures that
can give rise to high birefringence. Such crystals would be of most interest for the
generation of short wavelengthlight.Intermediate angles will cause deviations
from planarity, limiting the layered stacking of the groups and producing lower0 0
Or
'7B
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Figure 4.1. Sketch depicting the rotationr1about the hinging 0 atom of a
pyroborate group.(b)
Figure 4.2. The pyroborate group inBa5(B205)2F2;(a) B-O-B angle and
(b) interplanar angle.109
birefringence.Such materials in general should produce high conversion
efficiencies. If a material is produced with a birefringence near An = 0.07, both
high conversion efficiency and the generation of short wavelength light may be
achieved. Considerable opportunities exist here to realize materials with variation
of physical properties and to correlate them with the microscopic atomic
arrangements.
Also, a very pragmatic consideration is the synthetic accessibility of new
pyroborates. It is the simplest form of condensation ofB03groups and might be
expected to form in a variety of phase systems. Indeed, it has been a common
component of the phase diagrams investigated in this lab.
To produce a large nonlinearity from a collection of nearly planarB205they
should be assembled as shown in Figure 4.3.In this arrangement the
hyperpolarizability coefficients simply sum constructively. Figure 4.3 is a portion
of the noncentrosymmetric structure ofBaCuB2O5(4). Although the orientations
of theB205groups are favorable for harmonic generation, the absorption bands
associated with theCu2ion may obviate the use of this material in the visible
portion of the spectrum.
An additional material that has not been studied is the oxide pyroborate
RbNbOB2O5(5) (Figure 4.4). This compound contains inequivalent pyroborate
groups having interplanar angles of 11 and150between the terminalB02groups.
We estimate that the alignment of these groups will produce a susceptibility of
nearly 85% of optimum at this number density. This value may be compared to110
Figure 4.3. Arrangement of B205 groups in the layered structure of BaCuB2O5.111
Figure 4.4. Layers ofB205groups in RbNbOB2O5.112
LBO where we estimate the alignment of theB205groups (containing the primary
hyperpolarizability coefficient) to be only 40% of optimum.This analysis,
however,isclouded becauseof theextended "O-Nb-O-Nb-0" chains
present in the structure that could make a considerable contribution to the
nonlinearity; the influence of these chains is observed in the linear properties, i.e.,
the large refractive indices (n1.8) and the small birefringence An = 0.033 (t =
800 nm). How these chains might affect the nonlinearity cannot be predicted with
certainty, but NLO experiments on this material are certainly warranted. To
realize a higher birefringence and to investigate the intrinsic characteristics of the
B205alignment the derivativeRbZrFB2O5should be synthesized.
The synthesis of new pyroborate structures provides a practical means for
developing NLO properties. Desirable structures should be accessible in alkali-
and alkaline earth-borate systems containing an additional ion having a preference
for octahedral coordination. Also, substitution of one atom for another in known
materials, such as Be or Al, for the tetrahedrally coordinated B atom in theB307
unit ofLiB3O5(LBO), could produce materials containing pyroborate anions.
Thus, we conclude that investigation of such systems provides a worthwhile
strategyforsynthesizing new frequency converters with preferred NLO
characteristics.113
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CHAPTER 5
STRUCflJRE OFCdC12C3H7NO2
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler'
Acta Crystallogr.. Sect. C. in press (1992).115
Abstract
catena-poly[cadmium-di-/h-chloro-j.-L-alanine-O:O'], CdCl2C3H7NO2, has been
synthesized and structurally characterized.The Cd atom occupies a distorted
octahedral environment of four Cl atoms and two 0 atoms. These octahedra are
linked through Cl"Cl edges and bridged by carboxyl groups of the alanine
molecules to form one-dimensional rods that extend along [O1OJ.116
Comment
We have recently crystallized several new complexes incorporating the amino
acid L-alanine; this work is part of an effort in examining and modelling the optical
second-order nonlinearities of compounds containing a carboxyl group as the
principal chromophore.In this contribution we describe the structure of the
adduct formed between this acid and cadmium chloride.
Crystals were grown by dissolving a 1:1 molar ratio of CdC122'/2H20 (Aldrich,
98%) and L-alanine (Aldrich, 99%) in warm distilled water. The solution was set
aside at room temperature, and crystals formed upon slow evaporation of the
solvent.Structure solution data are provided in the table titled Experimental
Details (Table 5.1). Positional parameters and equivalent isotropic displacement
coefficients are listed in Table 5.2.
As seen in Figure 5.1, the Cd atoms bind to four Cl atoms and two 0 atoms
in a distorted octahedral environment. The octahedra are spanned by the carboxyl
group of the alanine molecule and fuse directly by sharing Cli Cl2 edges to
form one-dimensional chains that extend along the b axis.If the carboxyl group
is regarded as a single atom, the condensation of octahedra may be considered to
result from a sharing of triangular faces as occurs in the chains of the compound
CsNiCI3(1) and related derivatives. We derive this description, in part, from the
lack of coplanarity between adjacentCdCI4planes. The angle between these flats117
Table 5.1. Experimental details for the structure solution of CdC12C3H7NO2.
Compound[e.g.(1), (2)etc.] Cadmium ChlorideAlanine
CRYSTAL DATA
Chemical formula Crystal System
CdCl2C3H7NO2 Monoclinic
M Space Group
272.4 C2
a(A) a(°)
16.240(2)
b(A)
7.272(1) 116.44(1)
c(A) y(°)
7.987(2)
Z 4 D1,(Mg m3)
V(As) 844.7(2) D1 (Mg rn-3) 2.142
Radiation No. of reflections for
MoKa lattice parameters 20
Wavelength(A) 9 range for lattice parameters (°)
0.71069 302936
Absorption coefficient (mm-1)3.155 Temperature (K) 296
Crystal source Grownfrom a H20 solutionto CdCl2.21/2H20 andL-C3H7NO2
Crystal colour Colorless Crystal description Plate
Crystal size (mm)0.20(2) x 0.08(2) x 0.35(2)
DATA COLLECI1ON
Diffractometer type Rigaku AFC6RCollection method co-29
Absorption correction type (circle appropriateAbsorption correction çr,,Tm.,)
description) DIFABS
0.63- 1.44
analytical integration empirical refdelf
sphere cylinder none
No. ofreflectionsmeasured
2120 0.046
No. of independent reflections Omai(°)
2008 37.5
No. of observed reflections No. of standard reflections (and interval)
1900
3 standards: {6,4,1; 8,4,0; & 2,6,1}
(every 200 data)
Criterion for observed Variation of standards
F023a(F02) 3.5% in intensity
hmin 27 h,,,11 27
0 k,,,., 12
l,,,,, 0 1,,,,,,, 13118
Table 5.1. continued.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS(continued)
REFINEMENT
Treatment of hydrogen atoms (circle F,F2or I
appropriate entry,
or describe in box below) F
refall rebryz reflJ noref
R No. of parameters refined
0.063 81
wR No. of reflections used in refinement
0.088 1900
S Weighting scheme
1.95 Ew(IF0I-IFI)2
w= 1/c(F0)
(A/cx%, (Ap%,,, (ek)
0.02 2.072
Extinction correction method (if applied) (e A-3)
10.420
Primary- and secondary-extinction values Source of atomic scattering factors
International Tables for X-ray
Crystallography1
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Figure. 5.1. Labeled sketch of the one-dimensional chain of edge-sharingCdC12
units bridged byC3H7NO2molecules.121
is 145.7° which compares with the angle 114° for similar planes in the structure
ofCsNiCI3.
The angle in the present chain structure is actually intermediate to those found
in the face-sharing chain and the more common Cl-bridged strings depicted in
Figure 5.2. In these chains the Cd atoms are bridged through Cl"Cl edges, and
monodentate X ligands occupytransvertices in the distorted octahedron about
each Cd atom. Such structures have been reported for X = pyridine (2), urea (3),
H20 (4), cyandiamide (5), and imidazole (6).
A packing diagram is depicted in Figure 5.3, where adjacent chains are seen
to be crystallographically related by theC2rotation axis. The interchain distances
N"Cl1 = 3.224Aand NO2 = 2.83(1)Aas well as the intrachain distance
N"O1 = 2.63(1)Aindicate the presence of hydrogen bonding.
Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 5.3. The average
Cd-Cl distance, 2.61(1)A,compares to similar distances of 2.60(1)Aand 2.65A
in the compounds CdC124H2O (4) and CdCI22(pyridine) (2), respectively, and
contrasts to the longer distances of 2.706(2) and 2.731(2)Areported for
CdCl22(imidazole) (6). The average Cd-O distance, 2.33(4)A,compares to the
value 2.33Acalculated from crystal radii (7) for a 6-coordinate Cd atom.
Considerable deviations from the orthogonal angles of an octahedron are evident
from consideration of Table 5.3; the largest excursion is represented by the angle
of82.9(2)0 for Cl1-Cd-01. The O1-Cd-02 angle is distorted to 168.7° by122
opposing rotations of the neighboring carboxyl groups approximately along the c
axis as seen in the packing diagram, Figure 5.2.x
x
x
C I __ __C I
CI.-__ I CI
x
Figure 5.2. Typical face-sharing [CdCl2X] chain.
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Figure 5.3. Packing diagram ofCdC12C3H7NO2viewed along the [010] direction; the unit cell is outlined.
'-'I126
The distances and angles in the alanine ligand compare favorably to those of
the crystallized molecule. Bridging of the Cd atoms by the carboxyl group affords
an O1-C1-02 angle of127.6(7)0that is slightly wider than the125.60angle for
O1-C1-02 in an L-alanine molecule (8). As noted above, pairs of carboxyl groups
in adjacent chains are related by aC2rotation. Because the plane normals of the
groups are canted with respect to the rotation axis (b), an interplanar angle of
27.6° is observed.127
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CHAPTER 6
THE LAYERED BORATESrBe2(B03)2
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler
j. Solid State Chem. 85, 270 (1990)130
Abstract
The compoundSrBe2(B03)2ciystallizes in the monoclinic space group
P21/n in a cell of dimensions a = 9.247(1)A,b = 4.492(2)A, c= 11.561(1)A,and
fi= 112.17(1)0 with Z = 4. Least squares refinement affords the final residuals
R = 0.034 and R = 0.045.The structure consists of layers of composition
[Be2(BO3)2]that are interleaved by Sr atoms.Each layer contains two
crystallographically inequivalent Be and B atoms; the Be atoms occupy distorted
0 tetrahedra while the B atoms occupy distorted triangular planar environments.
Two Be atoms of one type share two 0 atoms to form a dimer of edge-shared
tetrahedra. The Sr atom occupies a distorted monocapped 8-coordinate site.131
Introduction
As part of our continuing studies of structural and optical characteristics of
new borates (1-3) we have been involved in the synthesis of compoundshaving the
formulaXY2(B03)2where X and Y are cations of disparate sizes with formal
dipositive charges (4, 5). We have been particularly interested in new compounds
with X or Y = Be since such materials are likely to exhibit structures and
properties similar to those observed for polyborates containing an admixture of 3-
and 4-coordinate B atoms.
Little information on anhydrous beryllium borates has been reported; only the
borate fluorides Be2BO3F (6) andKBe2BO3F2(7) have been described. In each
of these compounds the larger size of the Be atom relative to that of the B atom
renders a selective occupation of tetrahedral sites by Be atoms and triangular sites
by B atoms even though triangular coordination of Be atoms is known to occur
(8).We observe a similar distribution of the Be and B atoms in the new
compoundSrBe2(B03)2which we describe here.132
Experimental
Single crystals of the compound SrBe2(B03)2 were grown from a melt of
composition 33 mol% SrO, 33 mol% BeO, and 33 mol% B203 that was cooled in
a Pt crucible from 1100°C to900°C at 8°C/hr.Clear, colorless crystals were
physically separated from the solidified melt.
A crystal of approximate dimensions 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.1 mm was selected and
mounted on a glass fiber with epoxy for X-ray structure determination. Diffraction
data were collected with a Rigaku AFC6R diffractometer equipped with Mo Ka
radiation.Unit-cell parameters were determined by automatic centering and
least-squares refinement of 20 reflections in the range 30< 20 <36°. Intensity
data were collected withw-20scans and a scanning speed of 16°/mm. inw.Three
standard reflections, monitored every 200 reflections, exhibited no significant
fluctuations throughout the collection. A total of 1651 reflections were measured
over the range 22062°, affording 1285 unique reflections with F023u(F02).
The systematic extinctions, hOl, h±1=2n±1 and OkO, k=2n+1, are
consistent with the space group P21/n (#14).Computer programs from the
TEXSAN crystallographic software package (9) were used to determine the
structure. The position of the Sr atom was located by application of the direct
methods program SHELXS (10). The positions of the remaining atoms were
determined by examining subsequent difference electron density maps. Following
refinement of the model with isotropic thermal parameters, the data were133
corrected for absorption with the program DIFABS (11).Final least-squares
refinement on F with those 1222 reflections having F023a(F02) and anisotropic
thermal displacement coefficients on each atom affords the final residuals R=
0.034 and R=0.045.Analysis of the final difference electron density map
reveals a maximum peak of density 1.5 e/A which corresponds to 0.79% of a Sr
atom. Crystallographic data and final atomic parameters are listed in Tables 6.1
and 6.2, respectively.134
Table 6.1. Crystallographic Data forSrBe2(B03)2.
Formula Weight, amu 223.26
Crystal System Monoclinic
Space Group P21/n (#14)
a,A 9.247(1)
b,A 4. 492(2)
c,A 11.561(1)
fi, deg. 112.17(1)
v, A 444. 7(2)
Z 4
D10gcm3 3.33
F(000) 416
Diffractometer Rigaku AFC6R
Radiation Mo Ka (A. = 0.71069)
Graphite-monochromated
Data Collection ±h, k, I
No. Observations(F02> 3a(F02)) 1222
R 0.034
0.045
Maximum Shift in Final Cycle 0.011
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Results and Discussion
A labeled sketch of the contents of the unit cell is provided in Figure 6.1. The
nature of the structure is best appreciated by inspection of the perspective view
along the b axis given in Figure 6.2. Layers of composition[Be2(B03)2]2separated
by planes of Sr atoms may be identified. A drawing of a single beryllium borate
layer as viewed orthogonal to the b axis is given in Figure 6.3. Each layer contains
two crystallographically inequivalent Be atoms and two inequivalent B atoms. The
Be atoms occupy distorted tetrahedral sites and the B atoms occupy triangular
sites. TheBe04andB03groups are connected one to the other by sharing 0
vertices. The tetrahedra occupied by atom Be(2) share vertices to form chains
that extend along the b axis. This contrasts to the tetrahedra occupied by atom
Be(1) that are present as isolated pairs sharing an edge.
Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 6.3. The mean
Be-0 distance, 1.63(4)A.,compares to that, 1.61A,computed for a 4-coordinate
Be atom from crystal radii (12) and the mean B-0 distance, 1.37(1)A,is also
similar to that, 1.36A,computed for a 3-coordinate B atom, suggesting there is
little disorder among the Be and B sites. The sensitivity of the intensity data to
the distribution of the Be and B atoms was examined in two ways. The refinement
was repeated with the Be atoms on B sites and B atoms on Be sites.This
procedure afforded larger residuals and equivalent temperature factors for the Be
atoms that were not positive-definite and increased by a factor of three for the B137
Figure 6.1. Sketch of a labeled unit cell of the compoundSrBe2(B03)2viewed
along the b axis. Large open circles represent 0 atoms, small
filled circles represent Sr atoms, the open circles with open
bonds represent B atoms, open circles with filled bonds represent
Be atoms, here, and in ensuing figures.138
Figure 6.2. Perspective view of the structure ofSrBe2(B03)2along the b axis.139
Figure 6.3. Sketch of a single compositional layer[Be2(B03)2]2viewed
orthogonal to the b axis.1
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atoms. A partial disorder was imposed by altering the occupancy factors for the
B and Be atoms to correspond to a 20% occupancy of B sites by Be atoms and Be
sites by B atoms. The occupancy factor of each atom was then refined.All
factors refined to within 5% of unity and their magnitudes were contraposed to
values expected for any model of disorder among the Be and B sites.
The Be(1) atoms related by a center of symmetry across the shared edge
0(4)O(4) of the tetrahedra are separated by 2.35(1)A,Figure 6.4. The angle
between the plane of atoms Be(1), 0(4), and 0(4) and the plane of atoms Be(1),
0(1), and 0(5) is 87.7°. The 4-membered ring Be(1)-0(4)- Be(1)-0(4) exhibits
minimal deviations from a square as shown by consideration of the angles
O(4)-Be(1)-O(4), 90.9(3)°, and Be(1)-0(4)- Be(1), 89.1(3)°.A dimer of
tetrahedra formed by sharing an edge is relatively rare in oxides, although more
common in chalcogenides and halides; a similar unitBe2?6has been identified in
the mineral epididymite, Na2Be2Si6O15H20 (13). The metrical data above may
becomparedtothe4-memberedSi-0-Si-0ringinthecompound
tetramesityl-cyclodisoloxane (14). The Si-0 bond lengths are 1.66 and 1.72Aand01
05
05
Figure 6.4. Sketch of theBe206dimer.
143144
the Si"Si separation is 2.31 A; evidence for greater deviationfrom a square is
provided by the O-Si-O angle of940The tetrahedron about atom Be(2) is only
slightly distorted (cf. Table 6.3).
The Sr atom occupies a distorted monocapped 8-coordinateenvironment,
Figure 6.5, between layers. The Sr-O distances range from 2.552(3) to2.957(3)
Awith a mean of 2.72(6)A..These distances compare to those observed for the
9-coordinate Sr atom in the compounds Sr3Sc(B03)3, 2.500(2) - 2.857(2)A (1), and
SrNaBO3, 2.539(7) - 2.93(2)A (15).
Despite the existence of an extensive structural chemistry of simpleanhydrous
borates as well as polyborates exhibiting an admixture of 3- and4-coordinate B
atoms, only a limited number of chains, layers, andnetworks formed from
combinations of tetrahedra and triangles selectively centered by atoms of different
types are known. Examples include the aluminumorthoboratesSr2Al2B2O8(16),
Li6Al(B03)3(17),CaAIBO4(18), andCaAI2B2O7(19); the zinc boratesZn3(B03)2
(20),LiZnBO3(21),KZn4(B03)3(22), andBaZn2(B03)2(23); and the beryllium
borates mentioned here. Given the expectation and observation that Be atoms
prefer in oxides tetrahedral sites in the presence of B atoms because oftheir
larger size and greater electropositive nature, it is likely that manyadditional
tetrahedral-triangular networks containing these atoms will be synthesized in the
future.145
Figure 6.5. Sketch of the Sr atom that occupies a distorted 9-coordinate site.146
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CHAPTER 7
THE ALKALINE EARTH BERYLLIUM BORATECaBeB2O5
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler
Submitted to Acta Ciystallogr. Q150
Abstract
Calcium Beryllium Diborate, CaBeB2O5, Mr= 150.71, monoclinic, P21/n, a=
5.167(2), b= 3.756(2),c=17.160(2) A,/3= 98.12(2)°, V= 329.7(2) A, Z= 4, D=
3.036 g cm-3, Mo Ka, %= 0.71069A., .=17.38 cm1, F(000)= 296, T= 298 K, R=
0.039 for 508 reflections having F023a(F02). The structure is constructed from two
intermingled networks-a Ca09 polyhedral system and a beryllium-boratecomplex
constructed from four-coordinate Be and three- and four-coordinate B atoms. The
extended beryllium-borate complex results from the unique condensation of six-
membered rings containing the triangular and distorted tetrahedral beiyllate and
borate groups.151
Introduction
The simple pyroborate groupB205- two triangular planarB03units sharing
an 0 atom - has been found to exist in the alkaline-earth materialsAE2B205
where AE= Mg, Ca, or Sr (1-3) and in the mixed phaseCaMgB2O5(4). No data
are available in the literature on a simple pyroborate with AE= Be.
In this contribution we describe the structure of the mixed alkaline-earth
compound CaBeB2O5. Although the formula indicates the structure could contain
a pyroborate group, we have found instead an admixture of three- andfour-
coordinate B atoms in a complex beryllium borate network. So, a unique atomic
arrangement is provided for addition to the small muster of known anhydrous
beryllium borates-SrBe2(B03)2(5),BaBe2(B03)2(6), Be2BO3F (7), and
KBe2BO3F2(8).152
Experimental
Crystals of CaBeB2O5 were grown in a Pt crucible from a melt consisting of
26.6 mol% CaB2O4 prepared from Ca(NO3)24H20(ALFA,reagent grade) and
B203(ALFA,99.98%), 43.2 mol% BeO made by heating BeF2 (CERAC, 99.5%)
in air, and 30.2 mol% LiBO2 (AESAR, 99.9%). The melt was cooled from 1198
K to 698 K at 6 K/h. The crystals were washed in hot distilled water to remove
excess flux. A clear, block-shaped crystal of approximate dimensions 0.25(2) x
0.22(2) x 0.20(2) mm was mounted on a glass fiber with epoxy for X-ray structure
analysis.Data were collected by using a Rigaku AFC6R single-crystal
diffractometer and Mo Ka radiation (A=0.71069 A).Sixteen automatically-
centered peaks in the range 302036° were used for refinement of unit cell
parameters. The w scan technique was used to collect a total of 762 data to sin
=1.08 A1 with a scan speed of 16.0 °/min inwand a scan width of (4.50+
0.30 tan 0)°; 0h6, 0k4, and -20 I20. From the 683 unique
reflections measured, 508 reflections had F023u(F02). Three standard reflections
were monitored throughout the data collection and an averagefluctuation of 2.0%
in intensity was detected.
The TEXSAN crystallographic software package (9) was used to solve the
crystal structure. The position of the Ca atom was determined by using the direct
methods program SHELXS (10) and the atomic positions of the remaining atoms
were deduced by subsequent examination of difference electron density maps.
After isotropic refinement, the data were averaged (R11=0.05 3) and corrected153
for absorption (transmission coefficients=0.88-1.09) with the computer program
DIFABS (11).Final least-squares refinement on F0 for those 507reflections
having F023a(F02) and anisotropic displacement coefficients on each atom,
resulting in 82 variables, afforded the final residuals R=0.039 and wR= 0.063
where the function Xw(IF
IF, 1)2 is minimized with weights derived from
w=11a2(F0).Atomic scattering factors are from International Tablesfor X-ray
Ciystallography (12). S= 1.69, A/cr= 0.01, and the maximum and minimumpeaks
in the final difference electron density map correspond to0.92% and 0.82% of a
Ca atom, respectively. Atomic coordinates and isotropic thermal parameters are
listed in Table 7.1.1
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Discussion
A drawing of the unit cell ofCaBeB2O5is given in Figure 7.1. Inspection of
the diagram reveals that the Ca atom is bound by nine, the Be atom byfour, the
Bi atom by three, and the B2 atom by four 0 atoms. A perspectiveview
indicating the nature of the structure is presented in Figure 7.2. Two commingled
polyhedral networks extend in the a,b plane. One of these is a Ca double layer
formed from the vertex-, edge-, and face-sharing of theCa09polyhedra. The
other is represented by a double layer of vertex-sharingB04andBe04tetrahedra
that is capped on opposite surfaces by triangularB03groups.
By considering the numbering scheme in Figure 7.2 theCa09polyhedral
connections can be established. The polyhedra share faces comprised of atoms
02, 04, and 05a to give extension along the b axis and vertices 05b to give
extension along the a axis. The double layer is formed by edge sharing through
atoms 05a and 05b.
The characteristics of the extended beryllium borate complex are best
appreciated by considering Figure 7.2 and the representation in Figure 7.3. The
Be-centered distorted tetrahedra share vertices to form chains extending along the
b axis.In like manner, the B2-centered tetrahedra form similar chains that also
extend along the same axis. These chains are alternately conjoined along the a
axis by sharing vertices 01 and 03. Apices of neighboring Be and B-centered
tetrahedra are also bridged along this axis by the triangularB(1)03group. With156
Figure 7.1. Sketch of the unit cell ofCaBeB2O5viewed down the b axis where the
small open circles with open bonds represent Ca atoms, the small
open circles with shaded bonds Be atoms, the smallshaded circles
with open bonds B atoms, and the large shaded circles 0 atoms, here,
and in Figures 7.2 & 7.3.157
I
Figure 7.2.Perspective view down the a axis of the interpenetratingCa09
polyhedral framework and beryllium-borate framework of CaBeB2O5.158
Figure 7.3. A polyhedral sketch of the two-dimensional connectivity of theBe04
andB04tetrahedra andB03triangles. Inset -BeB2O8ring.159
this connection, the fundamental six-membered ringBeB2O8 (cfinset Figure 7.3)
is readily identffied. The two-dimensional beryllium borate matrix results from
fusing these rings through the 0 atoms of the tetrahedral B and Be sites. The
corresponding homoatomic ringB303(1A + 2T) [A= triangular coordination, T=
tetrahedral coordination of Bi] is rather uncommon in borate systems, but it has
been observed in the materialsBaB4O7(13),LaMgB5O10(14), andBa2LiB5O10
(15), and the heteroatomic ringBZn2O8(1A + 2T) has been identified in the
compoundBaZn2(B03)2(16). In each of these phases, however, said rings are
interconnected by other types of rings or borate groups. Insofar as we know, the
structure of the title compound is the first example of an extended system formed
from the exclusive condensation of the 1A + 2T ring.
Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 7.2. The average
Ca-O distance is 2.6(2)Awhich can be compared to Ca-0 distances of 2.5(1)A
for 6-coordinate Ca inCaCO3(17), 2.5(2)Afor 8-coordinate Ca inCa3(B03)2
(18), 2.5(2)Afor 9-coordinate Ca inCaB4O7(19), and 2.56Acalculated from
Shannon radii (20).
The average Be-0 length of 1.59(1)Acompares to 1.63(4)AinSrBe2(B03)2,
1.63(4)Ain BaBe2(B03)2, and 1.65Acalculated from crystal radii. The range of
0-Be-0 angles from 105.9(3) to 116.0(4)° demonstrate the deviations from
tetrahedral values.
Atom Bi is coordinated to three 0 atoms - 02, 04, and 05 - at distances of
1.395(6), 1.374(6), and 1.352(7)A,respectively. These lengths are typical when160
compared to average B-O bond lengths forB03triangles inSr2Cu(B03)2(21),
1.38(2)A;Sr5(B03)Cl (22), 1.37(3)A;andSr3Sc(B03)3(23), 1.38(1)A.The
triangles reside in layers orthogonal to (001), Figure 6.2, sharing edges with the
Ca09polyhedra and vertices with the Ca09, Be04, andB204polyhedra. Atom B2
is 4-coordinate to atoms 01 x2, 02, and 03 with an average length of 1.505(8)A
that compares to 1.49(4)AforCaB4O7(24) and 1.49Acalculated from crystal
radii and a 4-coordinate B atom.
The 0 atoms occupy 3-, 4-, and 5-coordinate sites where 01 is 3-coordinate;
02, 03, and 04 are 4-coordinate; and 0(5) is 5-coordinate. The connectivity may
be discerned by considering Table 7.2 and the various cations bound to each 0
atom.1
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CHAPTER 8
TETRAHEDRAL TRIANGULAR 3-D FRAMEWORK AND
LUMINESCENCE IN THE BORATEBaBe2(B03)2
Kathleen I. Schaffers, Thomas A. Reynolds, and Douglas A. Keszler
To be submitted to Inorg. Chem., 1992.Abstract
The new compoundBaBe2(B03)2is readily prepared by solid-state methods.
It crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Fddd with four formula units in a
cell of dimensions a = 11.725(2), b = 13.0043(6), c = 6.2859(8)Aand V =
958.4(2)A.Residuals from least-squares refinement with 1652 unique reflections
are R = 0.024 and R, = 0.049. The structure iscomposed of two interpenetrating
polyhedral frameworks. The beryllium-borate matrix comprising dimers of edge-
sharing Be-centered tetrahedra linked via regular, planar triangularB03groups
is penetrated by a second framework constructed from Ba-centered dodecahedra
sharing multiple edges. The optical characteristics ofBaBe2(B03)2doped with the
ionsEu2andEu3are also reported.167
Introduction
Few oxides containing beryffium and boron together have been reported. The
hydrated beryllium borates Be2BO3OH (1) and Be2BO3OHH20, (2) the
anhydrous borate fluorides Be2BO3F (3) and KBe2BO3F (4), and the alkaline-earth
beryllium borateSrBe2(B03)2(5) have been the only examples described. To
further develop the chemistry of these materials, we have examined phase
equilibria in the systemsMO-BeO-B203where M= Ca, Sr, and Ba. In a recent
article we described the structure of the new compoundSrBe2(B03)2(5).It
consists of layers of interconnected tetrahedra and triangles selectively occupied
by Be and B atoms, respectively, that are bridged by Sr atoms. Investigation of
the Ba system has revealed the existence of a new compound having the same
stoichiometry, BaBe2(BO), but a distinctive three-dimensional structure. We
describe here the structure of this material and its luminescence properties when
doped with the ionsEu2andEu3.Experimental
Crystals of BaBe2(B03)2 were grown in a Pt crucible by using LiBO2 as a flux
in the ratio 2 BaBe2(B03)2: 1 LiBO2 by mass. The sample was melted at 1303 K
and slowly cooled at a rate of 9 K/h to 1098 K and 60 K/h to room temperature.
The resulting crystals were physically separated from the crucible then washed with
dilute HNO3(aq) to remove the final traces of flux.A colorless crystal of
approximate dimensions 0.18(1) x 0.2(1) x 0.32(1) mm was selected and mounted
on a glass fiber with epoxy for structure analysis. X-ray data were collected with
a Rigaku AFC6R single crystal diffractometer equipped with MoKa (%=0.71069
A) radiation. The Laue symmetry was established as mmm on the diffractometer.
Three reflections chosen as standards and measured after each block of 200 data
exhibited an overall average intensity decay of 1.1%.
The structure was solved and refined with computer programs from the
TEXSAN crystallographic software package (6). After refinement with isotropic
thermal parameters on all atoms, the data were corrected for absorption with the
program DIFABS (7). The final refinement converged to R=0.024 and R=
0.049 with anisotropic thermal coefficients on each atom and 1692 data having F02
3a(F2) included in the procedure. The final difference electron density map
exhibits a maximum peak corresponding to 0.49% of the height of a Ba atom.
Crystal data and atomic parameters are given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, respectively.
A powder sample was prepared by heating in air the reagents BaB2O4 and169
Table 8.1. Crystallographic Data for BaBe2(B03)2.
Formula BaBe2(B03)2
FW, amu 27197
Crystal System Orthorhombic
Space group Fddd (#70)
a, A 11.725(2)
b, A 13.004(1)
c, A 6.286(1)
Vol., A 958.4(2)
Z 8
g cm3 1.891
F(000) 488
Radiation Mo Ka (,= 0.71069)
graphite monochromated
Data Collected +h, +k, +1
(sin O/))m, A 1.219
No. Observations (F023a(F02)) 1692
R 0.024
R 0.049
Maximum Shift in Final Cycle 0.001
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BeF2 (CERAC,99.5%)in a stoichiometric ratio. The reagent BaB2O4 was
prepared from a 1:1 mol ratio of Ba(NO3)2 (AESAR, reagent grade): B203
(ALFA,99%) by heating at 923 K for 1 h and 1023 K for 12 h. The borate-
fluoride mixture was ground under hexane and heated in an alumina crucible at
923 K for 8 h to hydrolyze the BeF2 to BeO, followed by heating at 1023 K for 24
h and 1073 K for 24 h with intermittent grindings.The diffraction pattern
obtained with a Philips automated powder diffractometer agrees well witha
pattern calculated with the computer program LAZY-PULVERIX (8) from the
results of the structure determination. Unit cell parameters were also refined from
the powder data by selecting fifteen peaks in the range 2420600; peak
positions were corrected with NBS Si standard 640b. Least-squares refinement of
the cell parameters with the computer program POLSQ afforded the valuesa=
11.73(2), b=13.00(2), and c=6.292(8)A.These values compare well to the
parameters obtained from the single-crystal data, indicating that the crystal chosen
for data collection is representative of the bulk material.
Powder samples of BaBe2(B03)2 doped nominally with 2 mol% Eu (Eu203,
AESAR, 99.99%) were prepared according to the method previously described
except the final heating was done in a 95%N2:5%H2 reducing atmosphere to
produce the Eu2-doped sample.Charge compensation has ostensibly been
maintained in the Eu3-doped sample by employing 2 mol% substitution by K
atoms with the reagent KNO3 (AESAR, 99.9%). Steady-state room-temperature
luminescence and excitation spectra of these samples were obtainedon a172
computer-controlled right-angle spectrometer. Excitation provided by an One! 300
W Xe lamp was passed through a 50 cm water filter and focused onto the slits of
a Cary model-15 prism monochromator. Selected excitation was focused onto the
sample mounted on a copper sample holder within a quartz emission dewar.
Luminescence was collected at a near-right angle to excitation, dispersed through
an Onel 22500 1/8 m monochromator, and detected with a Hamamatsu R636
photomultiplier tube.The signal was collected and amplified with a Keithley
model 602 picoammeter then converted to a digital signal for computer
acquisition.Spectrometer control and data acquisition were achieved with
programs written in this laboratory.173
Results and Discussion
A labeled drawing of the unit cell is shown in Figure 8.1. Astereoview
showing the 3-dimensional beiyllium-borate framework with Ba atomsin the
cavities is given in Figure 8.2. The unique connectivity ofBe04tetrahedra and
B03triangles that affords caverns occupied by edge-sharedBa08dodecahedra is
displayed. Selected interatomic distances and angles forBaBe2(B03)2are given
in Table 8.3.
The distorted triangulated dodecahedral site havingD2symmetry is shown in
Figure 8.3.It shares 0 vertices with theBe04tetrahedra and O"O edges with
theB03triangles and adjacent Ba-centered dodecahedra. Interatomic distances
for the Ba-O(2) interactions are of two lengths, four at 2.915(1)Aand four at
2.797(1)A.These distances may be compared with Ba-O distances ranging from
2.644(2) to 3.020(2)Afor a Ba atom in a distorted eight-coordinate site in the
compoundBa2LiB5O10(9) and a value of 2.80Acalculated from Shannon and
Prewitt crystal radii (10).Angles for 0(2)-Ba-0(2) range from48.20(4)0to
133.09(4)0. Each of the Ba-centered dodecahedra shares edges with four adjacent
dodecahedra to form a 3-dimensional framework of polyhedra that contains
diamond-shaped channels extending along the [100] direction. These polyhedra
also form 6-membered rings as shown in Figure 8.4 with a Ba-0(2)-Ba bond angle
of109.00(4)0. The ringsare stacked end-to-end in the yz plane by sharingedgesbL
174
Figure 8.1. Drawing of the unit cell ofBaBe2(B03)2where the small open circles
with open bonds are Ba atoms, the small open circles with shaded
bonds are Be atoms, the small shaded circles with open bonds are B
atoms, and the large open circles are 0 atoms.175
Figure 8.2. Stereoview of theBaBe2(B03)2framework where the small filled
circles are Ba atoms, the lightly shaded polyhedra areBe04
tetrahedra, and the darker shaded polyhedra areB03triangles.176
Figure 8.3. The distorted triangulated dodecahedral sitecentered by Ba.177
Figure 8.4. Sketch of the 6-membered ring formed by edge-sharingBa-centered
dodecahedra.178
with twoBa03dodecahedra in the z-direction. These rings are also connected by
edge-sharing of dodecahedra in adjacent rings.
The beryllium-borate framework is composed of edge-sharing Be-centered
tetrahedral units that are interconnected byB03triangles. The B atom occupies
a regular planar, triangular site with the average angleO-B-O =120.0(2)0;it is
bonded to one 0(1) atom and two 0(2) atoms at distances of 1.372(3)Aand
1.373(2)A.,respectively.Similar B-0 distances are found in the compounds
Sr3Sc(B03)3(11) andScBO3(12) having average distances of 1.38(1)Aand
1.3752(5)A,respectively. TheB03triangles share edges with the Ba-centered
dodecahedra and vertices with theBe04tetrahedra.
Each Be atom resides in a distorted tetrahedral environment with Be-0
distances of 1.665(3)Aand 1.599(2)A.These distances are comparable to the
average distance1.63(4)Aobserved inSrBe2(B03)2(5) and the value 1.61A
computed for a 4-coordinate Be atom by using crystal radii. (10) The Be-centered
tetrahedra share vertices with theB03andBa08polyhedra and edges with
adjacentBe04tetrahedra. 0-Be-0 bond angles are listed in Table 8.3.
The presence of two edge-sharingBe04tetrahedra in a borate matrix has been
reported for the mineral epididymite, Na2Be2Si6O15H20 (13), fi-BeO (14), and
SrBe2(B03)2. The compound contains a nearly square Be-0-Be-0 four-membered
ring with Be atoms related by a center of symmetry across the shared edge. In
BaBe2(B03)2, the Be atoms are also related by a center of symmetry across the
0(1) "0(1) shared edge of length 2.291(3)A.The Be "Be atom separation1
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 is 2.416(7)Awhich compares with a distance of 2.35(1)Afor the Sr analog. Bond
angles of93.0(2)0 for Be-O(1)-Be and 87.0(2)0 for O(1)-Be-O(1) illustrate a
significant deviation from a square configuration for the four-membered ring.
Also, the two tetrahedra are twisted relative to one another by12.6°, Figure 8.5.
The coordination geometries about each of the two 0 atoms are typical for
oxides (15,16). Atom 0(1) occupies a distorted 3-coordinate site having bonds to
1 B and 2 Be atoms with Be-O(1)-Be and Be-O(1)-B angles of93.0(2)0and
133.48(9)°, respectively. The second 0 atom is bound by 1 B, 1 Be, and 2 Ba
atoms in a highly distorted tetrahedral environment.
The optical characteristics of Eu2- and Eu3-dopedBaBe2(B03)2were
measured at room temperature. When illuminated with a UV lamp, theEu3-
doped powder exhibits an unusual luminescence that appears pink to the eye;
typically Eu3-doped compounds luminesce to give red or orange-red colors. To
explain this discrepancy, a room temperature emission spectrum was obtained,
Figure8.6.Thisspectrumissimilartotheemissionspectrumof
BaGd70EuB9O16(17) and all peak assignments were made by comparison. The
relative intensities of the magnetic-dipole transitions5D0 -' '7F1and the electric-
dipole transitions5D0 7F2are consistent with theD2site symmetry and the
approximate centrosymmetric distribution of ions about the luminescent center.
The spectrum indicates that the color of the emitted light should appear to be
orange-red. To realize a pink color, a white or blue emission must be included.181
12.6° /
Figure 8.5. Sketch depicting the twist angle of the edge sharing Be-centered
tetrahedra.U)
C
C
>
182
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.6. Room temperature emission spectrum ofEu3-dopedBaBe2(B03)2
excitation wavelength of 394.2 nm.183
We hypothesize this component is present in the form of aEu2- emission, as
described below.
An excitation and an emission spectrum, Figure 8.7, of the Eu2-doped
BaBe2(B03)2powder exhibited broad peaks with maxima at 367.0 nm and 391.0
nm, respectively. The wavelength of maximumemission can be compared to the
Eu2-doped compoundsBaGdB9O16(17), 460 nm;SrB4O7(18), 368 nm;BaB8O13
(19), 400 nm; BaMg2Al16O (18), 450 mn;SrB6O10(20), 390 nm; andBaMgAI10O17
(21), 450 nm. Several conclusions can be drawn about the nature of theEu2site
by examining the excitation and emission spectra (22). The broad excitation band
indicates the lowest excited state to be from the 4f75d configuration rather than
4f. The4f1excited state would readily be evident by the presence of a narrow
excitation band. The breadth of the excitation band is dictated by the crystal-field
splitting of the d levels. UnderD2symmetry these levels will transform as a,b1,b2,
and b3. At sufficiently low temperatures, the splittings among these levels may be
resolved in an excitation spectrum.
The 24-nm Stokes shift inEu2-BaBe2(BO3)2is extremely small when
compared with shifts for other barium borates of approximately 140 rim for
Eu2:BaB8O13(19) and 110 nm forEu2:BaGdB9O16(17). This small stokes shift
is expected because of the rigidity of the beryllium-borate framework which
prevents a large relaxation of theEu2ion in the excited state.a)C
a)
C
a,
>
184
300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.7. Excitation and luminescence spectra of Eu2-dopedBaBe2(B03)2taken
at room temperature.Acknowledgment
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Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler
Acta Crystallogr. C47, 18 (1991)Abstract
Lithium Strontium Aluminum Fluoride, M,=235.53, trigonal, PT1c, a=
5.071(6),c =10.189(1) A, V=262.93(5) A, Z=2, D=3.45 g cm-3, Mo Ka,
=0.71069 A,=117.53 cm1, F(000)=216, T=296 K, R=0.024 for 163
observations with F02 3u(F02).Each of the cations occupies a distorted
octahedral site. The symmetry of the Al site is reduced from°hto D3 in part by
rotation of the trigonal fluorine faces, one relative to the other, by 7.2°.190
Introduction
The compoundLiSrA1F6has been reported to function as a tunable, room
temperature laser material when doped with the ionCr3(1). Its slope efficiency,
36%, and optical properties differ markedly from the characteristics of the highly
efficient and isostructural laser materialCr3:LiCaA1F6(2).In this paper we
describe structural features that influence these properties.191
Experimental
LiSrAIF6 was prepared by grinding a mixture of LiF (99.3%, AESAR), SrF2
(reagent grade), and AlP3 (99.5%,ALFA)containing an excess of 10 mole percent
LiF andA1F3to compensate for volatilization losses during crystal growth. The
sample was placed in a Pt tube and hydrofluorinated for 3 hours at 873 K to
reduce the oxygen content.Crystals were grown in a horizontal zone-melting
apparatus by melting a zone of the sample at 1053 K under an Ar atmosphere and
translating the induction coil at a rate of 2.67 mm hr'. A colorless, rectangular
crystal of dimensions 0.12 x 0.15 x 0.08 mm was physically separated from the
sample and mounted on a glass fiber with epoxy for data collection with a Rigaku
AFC6R diffractometer equipped with Mo Ka radiation. Lattice parameters were
determined by automatic centering and least-squares analysis of 15 reflections in
the range 302 S 50°. Intensity data were collected by using the w-20 scan
technique; intensities of three standard reflections measured after each block of
200 data exhibited an average fluctuation of 1.7%. A total of 1019 data with F02
3o(F2) were obtained from 1586 reflections measured to (SiflOmax)/A=1.32 A-i
in the range -7h7, 0k7, and -16 116.
All calculations were performed on a microVAX II computer with programs
from the TEXSAN crystallographic software package (3).The Sr, Al, and Li
atoms were placed by comparison to the isostructural compound L1CaAIF6 (4).
The position of the F atom was determined by examining a difference electron
density map.Following refinement of the structure with isotropic thermal192
parameters, the data were corrected for absorption (transmission coefficients=
0.889-1.141) with the program DIFABS(5)and subsequently averaged =
0.063). Final least-squares refinement on F with 237 unique reflections having F02
3a(F02) and 17 variables affords the final residuals R=0.024 and R=0.024
where the functionw( I F0 II F 1)2 is minimized with weights derived from
counting statistics (w= 1/o2(F)). The isotropic extinction coefficient= 5.34x 10
(6), S=1.21, and A/a= 0.01.Analysis of the final difference electron density
map reveals a maximum peak=0.62 e A that corresponds to 0.31% of a Sr
atom.Final atomic parameters are listed in Table 9.1; other data have been
deposited.193
Table 9.1. Final Atomic Coordinates forLiSrAIF6
X Z Beqa
Li 1/3 2/3 1/4 1.5(3)
Sr 0 0 0 0.84(1)
Al 2/3 1/3 1/4 0.73(4)
F 0.3879(4) 0.0328(4) 0.1485(1) 1.39(5)
a387t2)EUa*a*a.a eq194
Results and Discussion
A sketch of the structure is shown in Figure 9.1.The compound is
isostructural to the material LiCaA1F6; each crystallizes as an ordered derivative
of the structure typeLi2ZrF6(7). As a consequence of a larger crystal radius, the
volume of the unit cell of the Sr analog is 22.42Agreater than that of the Ca
analog. Other important differences are discussed below.
Selected interatomic distances and angles are listed in Table 9.2. The Sr atom
occupies the center of a trigonally elongated octahedral environment as evidenced
by consideration of the F-Sr-F angle, involving F atoms from adjacent
irregular close packed planes. The Sr-F distance, 2.421(1)A,compares to the
length, 2.46A,computed from crystal radii for a Sr atom bound to six,
three-coordinate F atoms (8).
The Li atom occupies a highly distorted octahedral environment (cf. Table
9.2).The Li-F distance, 2.020(2)A,compares to similar interactions in the
compounds LiCaA1F6, 2.009(3)A;LiSbF6, 2.032(6)A(9); and Li2ZrF6, 2.025(1)
A.
TheAIF6unit exhibitsD3symmetry with an Al-F distance of 1.799(1)A.This
distance is similar to the six-coordinate Al environments in the compounds
LiCaAIF6, 1.800(3)A;SrAIF5, 1.79 and 1.81A(10); and Na3Al2Li3F2, 1.807(3)A
(11).The heights of theAIF6groups along the trigonal axis inLiSrAIF6and
LiCaAIF6are statistically equivalent. The largest distortions from°hsymmetry
arise from the relative rotations of the two trigonal F faces. As viewed along the195
Figure 9.1. Sketch of the unit cell ofLiSrA1F6as viewed approximately along
the a axis. The small open circles with unshaded bonds representSr
atoms, the open circles with shaded bonds representAl atoms, the
small filled circles with unshaded bonds represent Li atoms, andthe
largest shaded circles represent F atoms.T
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Figure 9.2. Drawing ofAIF6group exhibiting relative orientation of
trigonal F faces.c axis (Figure 9.2), the angle of rotation between the two faces inLiSrA1F6is67.20
which compares with the angle of 63.4° observed in the derivativeLiCaAIF6.
These rotations and resulting angular distortions (cf. Table 9.2) are consistent with
the emission lifetimes forCr34ions doped onto these sites. The lifetime for
Cr3:LiSrA1F6is 67 &s while that for Cr34:LiCaAIF6is 205 .ts (12). The larger
static distortion of theAIF6unit from°hsymmetry in the compoundLiSrA1F6
contributes to a greater relaxation of the Laporte selection rule; hence, a shorter
lifetime is observed.
The nature of the distortion at the Al site is best appreciated by examination
of the projection shown in Figure 9.3. From comparison of the positions of the
F atoms in the structure ofL1SrAIF6with those in an ideal close-packed layer, it
is seen that the F hollows occupied by Sr atoms are expanded relative to the ideal
packing and are displaced toward the Al atoms. This displacement likely arises
from the larger electrostatic interaction of the ionsA13and F- in comparison with
the interactions betweenSr2and F- and LP and F-; each F- anion is 3-coordinate,
binding to Sr24, Li4, and AP. From inspection of Figure 9.3, it is seen that the
displacements will occur in an opposite sense relative to the trigonal axis for
adjacent F layers, affording the observed distortions of theAIF6units. Because the
potential well for the Sr-F interaction is likely wider and softer than that of the
Ca-F interaction it is not surprising to observe a larger displacement toward the
ion and a more distortedAIF6group in the Sr derivative.199
C
°cQ0*010
9??9 000C
Li
*AI 0
C
Figure 9.3. Comparison of idealized F closestpacking with F packing in the
structure ofLiSrAIF6by projection onto (001). The large and
small circles represent F and Sr atoms, respectively.The
large shaded circles represent the positions of F atomsin
an ideal close-packed layer.200
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CHAPTER 10
STACK CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY
Kathleen I. Schaffers, Paul D. Thompson, Theodore Alekel III,
James R. Cox, and Douglas A. Keszler'
To be submitted to Chem. Mat., 1992Abstract
The crystal chemistry of the STACK family of orthoborates having the formula
A6MM'(B03)6where A = Sr, Ba, Pb, or Ln (Ln = lanthanide), and M, M' = +2,
+3, or +4 metal cation is described. Over 135 individual members of thefamily
have been synthesized; they crystallize in the trigonal space groupR3 with unit cell
volumes ranging from 1143.8(1) to 1365.6(3)A.In this report, the metal site
preferences,disorder, and solidsolubility of these phases arediscussed.
Interrelationships between this structure and the layered structure type of
Ba3Sc(B03)3are also detailed.204
Introduction
Among the myriad of known solid-state inorganic structure types, there exist
common examples such as rock salt, garnet, spinel, zincblende, elpasolite, and
perovskite where a common arrangement is retained with a great variety of atomic
constituents. For example, the compounds NaCl, MgO, MgS, CaO, CaS, TiO, and
ScN all adopt the rock salt structure, and the oxides Ca3Al2Si3O12,Y3A15012,
Gd3Ga5O12, andCa3Te2Zn3O12all crystallize in the garnet structure. We derive a
sense of order from classifying materials in this way, but theefficacy of doing so
certainly derives from the capacity to control physical properties by freely
substituting selected atoms at specific sites while maintaining structural integrity.
In fact, many of our modern technological advances can be traced to this ability.
In a recent contribution we reported the existence of an entirely new family
of compounds whose members now comprise one of the larger structural classes
of material reported to date (1).This family, which we designate STACK, is
derived from the structure of the compoundSr3Sc(B03)3(2,3) by substitution of
a variety of atoms at the Sr and Sc sites. The general formula isA6MM'(B03)6
where A = Sr, Ba, Pb, or selected lanthanides; M = Ca, Sr, Y, Sc, In, Bi, or
selected lanthanides; and M' = Mg, Al, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Rh, Zn, Sc, In, Zr, Hf,
Sn, or selected lanthanides.
In developing the physical properties of these new materials, itwillbe
necessary to grasp the structural consequences and patterns encounteredwith the205
various chemical substitutions. In this report, we discuss the crystal chemistry of
this family and establish interrelationships with the layered structure type of the
compound Ba3Sc(B03)3, which we described in the preceding report of this series.Experimental Section
Synthesis
206
Powders of the Sr compounds were synthesized by using standard high-
temperature solid-state methods. Stoichiometric quantities of the starting reagents
(nitrates, carbonates, or oxides, typically 99.9%) were mixed with a 5 mol%
excess of B203, ground under hexane, and heated at 923 K for 1 h to decompose
the reagents and initiate the reactions. The samples were reground and heated
for 6 h at 1028 K, for 12 h at 1123 K, and for 24 h in the range 1173-1673 K,
depending on the sintering characteristics of the sample. Analysis of powder X-ray
diffraction patterns obtained with a Philips automated diffractometer confirmed
the formation of the desired product. Further synthesis studies on the derivatives
Sr3Sc(B03)3 and Sr6YAI(B03)6 revealed that they could be synthesized by using a
flash-synthesis method. The reagents were ground under hexane and heated in a
Pt crucible directly at 923 K for 20 miii and 1023 K for 15 mmto initiate the
reaction. The powder was then ground and heated promptly at 1273 K for 3 h.
It is likely that most of the Sr derivatives can be prepared by this method.
In general, a different set of conditions is necessary for synthesis of crystalline
Ba derivatives. The flash-synthesis method can only be used for a few compounds,
and lower heating temperatures (1123 K-1223 K) are generally required to avoid
melting the sample. Also, smaller incremental increases in temperature, 25-75
K after each grinding, and longer heating times are typically needed to produce
homogeneous samples. Each heating period lasted 12- 24 h but could be as long207
as several days. For example, the compoundBa6ErFe(B03)6 was prepared by
grinding together stoichiometric ratios of the starting materials with5mol% excess
B203 and heating at 898 K for 1 h, 1008 K for 19 h, 1073 K for 24 h, 1123 K for
21 h, and 1148 K for 14.The compound Ba6GdSc(B03)6, however, is readily
prepared by flash heating.
Powder data for the materials were collected on an automated Philips
diffractometer; peak positions were corrected by using NIST Si Standard 640b.
Unit cell parameters were refined by least-squares analysis with eleven peaks in
the range 262058°. The hid assignments of each reflection were determined
by comparison to powder X-ray patterns of the parent material Sr3Sc(B03)3 (2)
and other selected derivatives.
To establish experimental variation in unit cell parameters, six pairs of samples
were compared to determine the variance of their cell parameters aand c and unit
cell volumes V. The maximum differences found (Aa, Ac and AV) were used as
an estimate of maximum deviation from an averagevalue. Reported values were
found to be within+1-0.1% for a,+1-0.2% for c, and +/- 0.5% for V. Actual
statistical deviations from the refinements with X-ray data are included in
parentheses in Table 10.3. In each case inclusion of a larger cation should result
in a larger unit cell but this may not show up if the enlargement is less than the
experimental errors associated with the compound synthesis and cell parameter
determination. Reported e.s.d.'s in the cell parameter tables have their origin in
the POLSQ program and reflect the uncertainty with which the least squares fithas settled on a specific value. Actual variations in unitcell parameters up to
0.019Aare an order of magnitude larger thane.s.d.'s indicated by POLSQ.
Sources of experimental error include the precision inweighing the starting
reagents which can skew the stoichiometiy of theproduct. Also, in a few cases,
poor sample crystallinity affordsbroad and asymmetric diffraction peaks that lead
to uncertainties in selecting peak positions.
Crystal Growth
SinglecrystalsofSr6Y107A1093(B03)6,Sr6Ho0964Sc1o36(B03)6,
Sr6Er1.Sc(BO3)6, Sr6La0.Sc1.16(BO3)6, andBa6Gd1.Sc0.(BO3)6were grown by
slowly cooling melts. Crystals ofSr6Y1Al(BO3)6were seized from a melt with
the following mol% composition: 61.5 SrO, 5.1 Y203, 7.9A1203, 20.5 B203, and
5.1 Li20. The melt was cooled from 1273 K to 1073 K at10 K/h and then to
room temperature at 100 K/h.A crystal was removed from the matrix by
dissolution of the flux in dilute HNO3(aq). Crystals ofSr6HoSc(B03)6were grown
by melting a stoichiometric sample in a Pt crucible at 1773 Kfollowed by cooling
at 4 K/h to 1273 K and 40 K/h to room temperature.A crystal of
Sr6Er1Sc(BO3)6was isolated from a melt corresponding to thestoichiometric
proportions of Sr6ErSc(B03)6. The heating and cooling programs werethe same
as those applied to the Ho crystals.Crystals ofSr6LaSc1.16(BO3)6were obtained
from a melt of 70 mol%Sr6LaSc(B03)6: 30 mol%CaP2that was cooled from
1648 to 1348 K at 15 K/h followed by cooling to room temperature at130 K/h.
Single crystals ofBa6Gd1.Sc0.(BO3)6were grown by melting the stoichiometric209
material Ba6GdSc(B03)6 in a Pt crucible at 1573 K and then cooling to 1373 K at
5 K/h and at 40 K/h to room temperature.
Single-crystal Work
Relevant crystal data for each of the structures are presented in Table 10.1.
Sr6Y1AI093(BO3)6
A 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 mm crystal was selected for analysis. The data were collected
on a Rigaku AFC6 rotating anode diffractometerequipped with a graphite
monochromator set for Mo Ka radiation. 2381 reflections were measured by using
w-20 scans in covering the range of indices 0h17, -17k17, and -12 1
12 to 28m = 60°. From these data, 764 unique reflections with F023a(F02)
were available for structure determination and refinement.Three standard
reflections measured after each block of 200 data exhibited excursions of less than
2.5%. A DigitalVAX-II computer, together with programs from the TEXSAN
crystallographic software package (4), were used to solve the structure. The heavy
atoms Sr and Y were located by using the direct methods program SHELXS (5),
and the positions of the other atoms were determined from analysis of difference
electron density maps. After several cycles of the least-squares refinement, the
isotropic displacement coefficient at the Al site had refined to a negative value,
indicating the presence of additional electron density. The multiplicity of the site
was subsequently refined to a value greater than unity.It was then modeled with
two disordered atoms (Y and Al) where the population was fixed at unity and the
x, y, z, and B parameters of the Y atom were constrained to thoseof the Al atom.
Refinement of the multiplicity indicated that 7.3% of the Al sites were occupiedT
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by Y atoms to give the more exact formula Sr6Y(A1Y.)(BO3) The data were
corrected for absorption with the program DIFABS (6) and subsequently averaged
(RM=0.108). Anisotropic displacement coefficients were applied to the Sr, Y,
B, and 0 sites in refinement to the final residuals R=0.040 and Rw=0.042.
The largest peak in the final difference electron density map corresponds to 0.96%
of an Y atom.
Sr6HoftSc1(BO3)6
A single crystal of approximate dimensions 0.15 x 0.17 x 0.20 mm was selected
for structure analysis on the same diffractometer. From 2456 reflections measured
to2O=6O0overtherangeofindices0h 17,-17k 17,and-13 l 13,
693 unique reflections with F 3a(F) were obtained.Three standards
measured after every 200 reflections deviated on average by less than 1.5%. Each
of the atoms was positioned by comparison to the isostructural compound
Sr3Sc(B03)3 (2). After several cycles of least-squares refinement, examination of
the isotropic displacement coefficients indicated a disorder over the Hol and Sd
sites.They were then modeled with two atoms at each position with the
occupancy constrained to unity. The x, y, z, parameters were fixed, and the B
values of atoms Sc2 and Ho2 were constrained to those of atoms Hol and Sd,
respectively. The data were corrected for absorption with the program DIFABS
and subsequently averaged (Rmt=0.045).Least-squares refinement with
anisotropic displacement coefficients on the Sr, B, and 0 atoms and an extinction
parameter=0.19(3) x 10 afforded the final residuals R=0.027 and Rw=0.041.212
The largest peak in the final difference electron density map corresponds to0.27%
of a Ho atom.A descriptive formula representing thefinalresultis
Sr6(HoOS5)ScOl)(ScO(4)HoO2)(BO3)6.
Srr1Sc(BO3)6
A crystal of approximate dimensions 0.20 x 0.20 x 0.25 mm was mounted on
the Rigaku diffractometer for structure analysis.Cell constants were obtained
from least-squares refinement of the setting angles of 15 reflections in the range
36<20<42°. From 2135 reflections of the type h, ±k, ±1 measured to 2Omax=
65°, 979 unique reflections were obtained. The positions of the heavy atoms Sr,
Er, and Sc were taken from the solution of the Ho analog. The positions of the
B and 0 atoms were subsequently determined from analyses of difference electron
density maps. The occupancies of the M and M' sites were determined in a
manner similar to the Ho derivative. The data werecorrected for absorption and
averaged (Rmt=0.067). The Er and Sc atoms were subsequently refined with
isotropic displacement coefficients while the remaining atoms were refined with
anisotropic coefficients. Final refinement on F0 with data having F023o(F02) and
a secondary extinction coefficient=0.25(2) x 10 afforded the final residuals R
=0.034 and Rw=0.045. The largest peak in the final difference electron density
map corresponds to 1.8% of a Sr atom.The formula that indicates the
occupancies of the M and M' sites is Sr6(ErO.9l5(5)ScQ)(ErO.4(ScO.5l2)(BO3)6.213
Sr6LaSc(16(BO3)
A crystal of approximate size 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.3 mm was mounted for structure
analysis.Cell constants were obtained from least-squares refinement with the
setting angles of 17 centered reflections in the range 30.52036°. Three
standard reflections measured throughout the data collection exhibited no
significant variations. From 3741 reflections measured over the range of indices
-19h19,0k19, and -15 115 to 20mg,, = 70°, 1205 unique reflections
were obtained. The atoms on specialpositions were placed by analogy to the
previous structures, and the remaining atoms were found by interpretation of
difference electron density maps. Approximate site occupancies were determined
by refining multiplicities with Sr atoms in the general-position sites and the special
position 0, 0, ½.These occupancies were subsequently modeled with partial
substitution of La on the general position and Sc on the special position. The
refinement was then constrained to give a total unit occupancy for the special
position and an appropriate La concentration on the general position to maintain
charge neutrality. Following refinement of the model with isotropic displacement
factors, the data were corrected for absorption and merged (Rmt=0.073). Final
refinement with anisotropic displacement coefficients on the Sd, B, and 0 atoms
and an extinction correction = 0.8(1) x 10 afforded the residuals R = 0.048 and
Rw = 0.068.The largest peak in the final difference electron density map
corresponds to 4% of a Sc atom. The final results afford the descriptive formula
(Sr5 l6LaOM)(SrO(Z)ScOl6)Sc(BO3)6.214
Ba6Gd1.Sc0(BO3)
A single crystal of approximate dimensions 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.15 mm was selected
for structure determination. A total of 1176 unique reflections having F02
3c(F02) were obtained by using the w-20 scan technique to collect 4197 reflections
in the range 220 80°.Three standards measured throughout the data
collection exhibited an average deviation of 0.23%. The position of the Ba atom
was determined from the results of the direct methods programSHELXS, and the
Gd and Sc atoms were located by analogy to the structure described above. The
remaining atoms were located from examination of difference electron density
maps. The magnitude of the temperature factors after least squaresrefinement
indicated disorder at the Gd and Sc sites. Refinement of the multiplicities gave
13% Sc on the Gd site and 41% Gd on the Sc site so that the formula is
Ba6(Gd.3), Scft131)(Sc(J.,Gd4ll(4))(BO3)6.The data were corrected for
absorption with the program DIFABS and averaged (R,1=0.080). The Ba, B,
and 0 atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement coefficients, and the
remaining atoms were refined isotropically. The converged refinement affords the
final residuals R=0.055 and R=0.063. The largest peak in the difference
electron density map corresponds to 3.5% of a Gd atom.
Positional parameters and equivalent isotropic displacement coefficients for
each of the structures are summarized in Tables 10.2a and 10.2b.2
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A listing of the STACK compounds that we have prepared along with their
unit-cell parameters is given in Table 10.3.The unit-cell volumes range from
1143.8(1)Afor the compoundSr6ScAI(B03)6to 1414.0(2)Afor the derivative
Ba6SrZr(B03)6. The precision attained in the refinement of the parameters is an
indication of the high crystallinity of most of the samples. They are, in fact, hard,
dense, and stable ceramic materials, much like the members of other oxide
families such as spinel and perovskite.Melting points of the more stable
derivatives extend to approximately 1673 K.
The nominal formulaA6MM'(B03)6results from structural considerations
of the parent compoundSr3Sc(B03)3Sr6ScSc'(B03)6. As reported in the first
paper of this series, the structure is a high symmetry trigonal type forming in a
rhombohedral cell.It contains two types of Sc-centered 0 octahedra that
alternately stack between planar triangularB03groups to form chains (Figure
10.1) that extend along the trigonal axis.The 3-dimensional structure (Figure
10.2) results from linkage of these chains through the 9-coordinate Sr atoms. It
is the specffic linkages between the Sc- and Sr-centered sites that afford the
inequivalence of the octahedra. One octahedron is larger, trigonally elongated,
and shares only vertices with the 9-fold site, while the other is trigonally
compressed and shares its triangular faces with the 9-fold site.In the formula
A6MM'(B03)6, A then represents an atom on the 9-coordinate site, M is an atomT
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Figure 10.1. Chain of alternately stacked metal-centered octahedra linked byB03
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on the larger octahedral site, and M' is an atom on the smalleroctahedral site.
For example, the formula Sr6YSc(B03)6 contains A=Sr, M=Y, and M'=Sc.
We describe below in more detail the microscopic characteristics of these
materials. In particular, we examine the distribution of cations among the A, M,
and M' sites, establish regions of stability within various subclasses, and illustrate
the types of chemical substitutions that will allow incorporation of-50% of the
elements from the periodic table into this structure type. The ciystal-chemical
results are certainly not exhaustive at the present time, but we can proceed in
identifying important properties and trends in the family.
One subclass of the family contains the elements A=Sr and M and M
atoms of the same type (M=M'=Sc, In, Lu, Er, Y, Dy, Ho, Th, and Gd). The
derivative Sr3Sc(B03)3 (r(Sc3)=0.885 A) (7) contains the smallest M and M'
atoms while the derivative Sr3Gd(B03)3 (r(Gd3)=1.078 A) contains the largest.
By interpolation, the structure should exist for all +3 cations of intermediate size.
Hypothetical compounds such as "Sr3A1(B03)3" and "Sr3Cr(B03)3" do not exist
because the +3 ions (r(Al3)=0.675 A and r(Cr3)=0.755 A) are too small to
support the large M site. We note that no attempts have been made to employ
reducing conditions for the production of Ti3(r=0.810 A) derivatives.In a
similar manner, the derivative Sr3Eu(B03)3 does not exist because the Eu3 ion is
likely too large to fully occupy the small M site.
A larger subclass contains A=Sr and two different ions MM' having
formal charges of +3; examples include Sr6ScAI(B03)6, Sr6YFe(B03)6, and
Sr6ThIn(BO3)6. Compounds form with M and M' cations ranging from the small226
A13 ion to the large lanthanide La3 (r=1.172 A). To establish the approximate
limits of the structure field within this subclass, we will first examine the
distribution of cations over the A, M, and M' sites.The compounds
Sr6LnSc(B03)6 (Ln=lanthanide or Y) are convenient for this purpose because
the atom M may be any of those falling in the size range between AP and La.
To probe the characteristics of Al substitution in these Sc analogs, we
examined the solid solution series Sr6ScAl(BO3)6 over the range 0<x2;
results from powder X-ray diffraction measurements are summarized in Figure
10.3. As seen from the steady decrease in unit-cell volume for x=0 to -1, a
complete solid solubility exists in this range.For x>1, the volume remains
constant and additional phases are observed in the powder patterns. We infer
from this result that the Al atom has a preference for the smaller M' site. This
supposition is consistent with the nonexistence of the phase "Sr3AI(B03)3".
The results of a solid solubility study in the series Sr6Y2.Al(BO3)6 are also
summarized in Figure 10.3. The behavior here differs markedly from the Sc series.
Because of the size disparity of the Y and Al atoms, solubility exists only in the
range 0 <x<-0.1 In the range 0.2 <x<1 simple equilibrium mixtures of the
two end members, x=-0.2 and x=1, were found to exist. Again, these results
are consistent with preference of Al atoms for the smaller M' site and thesingle-
crystal structure analysis of the compound Sr6Y1Alo.93(BO3)6.Here, the
refinement clearly verifies the preference of the Al atom for the M' site (Table
10.2). We have attempted to reproduce the stoichiometry observed from the
single-crystal study; the unit-cell volumes of all the nonstoichiometric samples of227
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Figure 10.3. Cell volumes for the series Sr6ScAl(BO3)6 (top) and
Sr6YAl(BO3)6 (bottom) for 0x1.2.228
Sr6Y1+A11(BO3)6 with x 0.1 exhibitedstatisticallyequivalent unit-cell
parameters. This discrepancy between the powderand single-crystal data may be
a result of the presence of theflux in the melt growth of the single crystal.
An example of substituting a larger atom for Sc is given bythe solid
solution series Sr6HoSc2(BO3)6(0<x<2). As seen in Figure 10.4, powder X-
ray diffraction results reveal asteadily increasing cell volume with increasing
content of the larger Ho atom and a complete solidsolution over the entire range
of x.The materials crystallize in a rhombohedral cell characterizedby two
parameters a and c. The c axis is coincidentwith the trigonal rotation element
and the extension of the chains depicted in Figure 10.1; the aaxis is orthogonal
to c.The change in the c parameter with variation in x exhibits apeculiar
behavior. The parameter increases with Ho content up to x1, but beyond this
value the parameter decreases even though the larger Ho atom is beingsubstituted
into the structure. Of course, the volume still increases in this regimebecause of
the more steeply increasing a parameter. Our interpretationof these results is
that in the region 0<x1 the Ho atoms exhibits a preference for the larger
octahedral M site.Beyond x1 the Ho atom begins to occupy the smaller
octahedral M' site. The c parameter decreases because of a compressionof the
M' site along the trigonal axis.This compression is coupled with a more
significant expansion in directions orthogonal to the c axis. This expansion is seen
in the larger slope of the line representing the change in the a parameter for x>
1.1260
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Figure 10.4. Cell parameters for the series Sr6Sc2Ho(BO3)6 for 0x2.0.
I230
This interpretation is supported by results of single-crystal structural studies
of the compoundsSrooSc1.(BO3)6and Sr6Er14Sc0.6(B03)6.In the Ho
compound, the Ho:Sc ratio is approximately 1:1, and the larger Ho atom was
found to prefer occupancy of the larger M site; the occupancy of theM site is
89% Ho and 11% Sc atoms while the occupancy of the M' site is 93%Sc and 7%
Ho atoms. In the Er derivative, the larger Er atoms again exhibit a preferencefor
the larger site with occupancies of 91% Er and 9% Sc atoms on the M site and
49% Er and 51% Sc atoms on the smaller M' site. In this derivative the M' - 0
distance, 2144(4)A,is larger than the corresponding Sc2-O distance, 2.077(2)A,
in the compound Sr3Sc(B03)3. Also, the 02-M'-02 angle, 83.3(2)°, represents a
larger trigonal compression in comparison with the angle 02-Sc2-02, 85.20(7)°,in
the simple Sc derivative, a result that is consistent with the contraction ofthe c
axis for x> 1 (Figure 10.4).
The results of substituting larger lanthanides into the structure are partially
revealed by the solid-solution series Sr6ScLa,(BO3)6. Because of the absence of
the phase "Sr3La(B03)3", incomplete solid solubility exists in this series andXm
0.8. This result, determined from powder X-ray measurements (Figure 10.5), is
consistent with the stoichiometry found in a single-crystal study on the compound
Sr6LaO.MSc1.16(B03)6. We also found that the La atom occupies the 9-coordinate
A site. As x increases in this series, the Sr atoms likely slip off the A site and
substitute for the Sc atoms on the M site, being replaced in the process by La
atoms on the A site.1.25
1.24
1.23
fri
W(/) 1.
1.21
>j 1.20 =0
119
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Figure 10.5. Unit cell volumes(As)for the solid solution series Sr6ScLa(BO3)6.232
For the nominal stoichiometries Sr6LnGa(B03)6 containing the smaller Ga
atom (r = 0.76A),STACK derivatives have also been found to exist for the
complete lanthanide series.For the Al compounds Sr6LnAI(B03)6(r(Al3) =
0.675A),however, the structure is formed only with those lanthanides up to the
size of Sm.
Because the larger lanthanides exhibit a preference for the large A site, a
means is provided for the introduction of smaller dipositive cations.Examples of
these materials include the nominal formulations LaSr5ScZn(B03)6 (A= La and
Sr, M= Sc, and M'= Zn) and LaSr5HoCo(B03)6 (A= La and Sr, M= Ho, and
M'= Co). From consideration of all the previous results, we anticipate that the
smallZn2(r = 0.88A)andCo2(r = 0.79A)ions occupy the M' sites. By
charge compensating in this way, it is likely that any dipositive transition-metal ion
that will occupy an octahedral site can be stoichiometrically incorporated into the
structure. By substituting two large lanthanides onto the A site it is possible to
place dipositive ions on both the M and M' sites as exemplified by the derivatives
(La2Sr4)CaZn(B03)6and(La2Sr4)CdCd(B03)6LaSr2Cd(B03)3. Results on these
derivatives are similar to those found for the simpler compoundsAMM'(BO3)6
where A = Sr and M and M' are+3 cations.The compound
"(La2Sr4)MgMg(B03)6" does not exist.TheMg2ion (r = 0.86A)is slightly
smaller than theSc3ion so the absence of this compound is consistent with the
result that an ion at least as large asSc34must be present at the M site for
stabilization and existence of the phase. The presence ofLa2Sr4CdCd(B03)6and
nonexistence of
"La2Sr4CaCa(B03)61'is consistent with the series Sr6LnLn(B03)6233
where the largest lanthanide incorporated is Gd. The crystal radius ofCd2(r =
1.09A)is intermediate to those of the ionGd3and Eu3, while the radius ofCa2
(r = 1.14A)is much larger.
A small class of compounds with M = cation of formal charge +2 andM
= cation of formal charge +4 has also been prepared.In this family M = Ca, Sr,
or Cd and M = Zr, Hf, or Sn. Attempts to prepare derivativescontainingTi4
andTh4did not afford the STACK structure. The sizes of ions Zr(r = 0.86
A),Hf(r = 0.85A),andSn4(r = 0.83A)indicate they are likely to occupy the
M' site. The distribution of X-ray intensities in the powder patterns verifies this
supposition.Existence of the compoundSr7Zr(B03)6 Sr6SrZr(B03)6clearly
demonstrates that the Sr atom will occupy the M site. Because we have found
very limited solubilities of Ca on the A site (vide infra) we anticipate that the Ca
atom will reside on the larger M site in this subclass.
Before considering the characteristics of the Ba analogs, it is useful to
analyze the results of the single-crystal studies in more detail.Interatomic
distances for each of the structure refinements is listed in Table 10.4. For the Sr
derivatives, the average A-O and B-O distances are statistically equivalent. The
M-01 and M'-02 distances associated with the disordered M and M' sites agree
favorably with averages of crystal radii that were determined by weighting the radii
according to the site occupancies. For example, the distance 2.477(5)Afor the
M-01 interaction compares to the length 2.49Acomputed for a 6-coordinate site
comprised of 0.84 La and 0.16 Sc atoms bound by 4-coordinate 0 atoms. ForT
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each derivative, the average A-0 distances increase in the order A-02 > A-03>
A-01. The short A-01 distances are consistent with the 4-coordination of atom
01 and the 5-coordination of atoms 02 and 03. The lengthened A-02 interaction
is associated with the shared triangular face of the M'-centered octahedron. There
is a trend of increasing A-02 distances with increasing sizes of the M' atoms. In
the Y-Al compound the M'-02 distance is 1.93 1(8)Aand the average A-02
distance 2.72A.In the Er-Sc analog the M'-02 distance is 2.144(4)Aand the
average A-02 distance is 2.78A.Evidence for La atoms on the A site in the La-
Sc derivative is seen from the shortened A-01 distances (r(La3)= 1.36Aand
r(Sr2)= 1.45A)and a general lengthening of the A-03 distances.
Interatomic angles are listed in Table 10.5. A rather notable consistency is
observed in these data, as angular values deviate by no more than
30among the
various structures. The La derivative affords a curious result in affording the most
regular M site with the 01-M-01 angle of91.9(2)0most closely approaching
orthogonality, while at the same time producing the most trigonally compressed
M' site with 02-M'-02=82.4(2)°.AdjacentMO6andM'06octahedra are
rotated by approximately 30°, one relative to the other, along theC3,c axis. The
largest deviation, 2.7°, from this angle is observed in the Y-Al derivative.
The structure fields of the Ba derivatives are much more restricted than those
of the Sr analogs. The compoundBa3In(B03)3is the only Ba derivative containing
MM'. We have prepared several examples with M and M' being different
cations of formal charge +3.No Al or Ga derivatives, however, could beT
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ciystallized.In the seriesBa6LnIn(B03)45,incorporation of each lanthanide
afforded the STACK structure.In the seriesBa6LnFe(B03)6only those
compounds containing Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd, Th, Dy, Ho, Y, and Er were found to
form the structure, while in the seriesBa6LnSc(B03)6only those compounds
containing Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Th, and Dy could be formed. In the Fe
and Sc series a sufficient size differential between these atoms and the Ln atoms
must be present for the STACK structure to form. For the Fe series the minimum
differential occurs at M = Er while for the Sc series it occurs at M = Dy. These
limits are dictated by the formation of the layered-type phasesBa3Ln(B03)3that
were discussed in the previous report of this series. For theFe compounds, the
phasesBa3LnFe(B03)3form when the radius of the Ln atoms is smaller than that
of Er. For the Sc compounds, solid solutionsBa3(Ln,Sc)(B03)3form in the layered
structure type when Ln is smaller than Dy. The structures of STACK and the
layered-type Ba phases are rather complex and the energetic difference between
them can be quite small. An example of this behavior is given by the solid-
solution series Ba6DyS;(BO3)6. This series represents equilibria between the two
end membersBa3Dy(B03)3andBa3Sc(B03)3which both adopt the layered-type
structure. As seen in Figure 10.6, an extensive solid solution exists in this series
with retention of the layered structure except, at the stoichiometryBaDySc(BO3)6
where a considerable expansion of the unit cell is observed with formation of the
STACK structure.1370
Cl)
1350
CL) 1340
1330
1320
1310 0
1300
1290
1280
1270
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
x
Figure 10.6. Cell parameters for the seriesBa6DyS;(BO3)6.
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We also probed the relationship between the STACK and layered-type
structures by examining the solid-solution series BaSrSc(BO3)3. In this series,
the compoundBa3Sc(B03)3forms the layered structure andSr3Sc(B03)3is a
STACK derivative. As seen in Figure 10.7, a steady decrease in unit-cell volume
in the range 0 <x < 2.25 indicates a range of solubility of Sr atoms in the Ba
layered structure. The zero slope in the range 2.25 <x < 2.6 defines a region of
immiscibility,i.e.,the layered-typeand STACK structures are present in
equilibrium mixtures.In the range 2.6 <x < 3, only the STACK structure is
observed with a steadily decreasing unit-cell volume with increasing c. This region
represents the solid solubility ofBa2in the STACK derivative. These results were
extended with examination of the series Sr3.CaSc(BO3)3. As seen from Figure
10.7, only small amounts of Ca may be incorporated(Xmjx= 1.5) into the structure
in this way. The Ca atom is too small to occupy the large 9-coordinate A site
where, for this derivative, the size of this site is largely determined by the integrity
of the one-dimensional Sc borate chains. This result contrasts to the isostructural
compoundsCa3(B03)2andSr3(B03)2where theB03groups are free to move in
response to the size demands of the alkaline-earth atoms, maintaining in each case
a 9-coordinate site in each structure.
We also synthesized compounds with M = +2 cation and M' = +4 cation.
Highly crystalline samples wereonlyrealized with M = Sr.1,300
1,280
1,260
1,240
- 1,220 0>
1,200
1,180
1,160
1,140
1,120
0 0.5 LO1.52k 3M0.51.0 1.5 2.0
[Ba Sr] Sc (60 ) [SrCa] Sc (BO )q -Y,X I
Figure 10.7. Unit cell volumes for the solid solution series BaSrSc(BO3)3 and Sr3 CaSc(BO3)3.241
Summary
The borates of compositionA6MM'(B03)6represent a broad new class of
oxide. By utilizing appropriate charge-compensation techniques, nearlyall +2, +3,
or +4 ions of the elements in theperiodic table can be incorporated into the
structure. Analysis of the metrical details from single-crystalstudies indicates little
variation in nearest-neighbor interatomic angles. This feature, coupled withthe
centrosymmetricS6symmetry of the M and M' sites, indicates that physical
properties will be primarily controlled by interatomic distances, theelectronic
nature of the A, M, and M' atoms, and stoichiometry.242
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CHAPTER 11
STRONTIUM SCANDIUM BORATE, STRONTIUM YTFRIUM ALUMINUM
BORATE, AND LANTHANUM STRONTIUM MAGNESIUM BORATE
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler
Submitted to Inorganic Synthesis245
Borates have been extensively used for some time in the glass, ceramic, and
porcelain industries to produce materials with small coefficients of thermal
expansion. More recently, they have proven to be useful as optical materials and
heterogeneous catalysts. The compoundsBaB2O4(1) andLiB3O5are exceptional
materials for frequency conversion of laser light at high powers to short
wavelengths, and the compoundCr3:ScBO3(2) functions as a broadly tunable
solid-state laser material. The compoundCu2ZnAl6B4O17is one example of a
borate that serves as a heterogeneous catalyst for the production of methanol.
We recently reported the existence of the largest structural family of
borates discovered to date (3).The family has the nominal composition
A6MM'(B03)6where A = Sr, Ba, or large lanthanide and the elements M and M'
are any of those cations having a +2, +3, or +4formal oxidation state and a
preference for octahedral coordination. The structure of the materials contains
chains (Figure 11.1) that are comprised of octahedra occupied by atoms M or M'
separated by triangular planarB03groups. The distorted octahedron occupied by
atom M' is smaller than that occupied by atom M. The sizes ofthe octahedra are
primarily dictated by the interactions of the chain with the A atoms that link the
chains into the three-dimensional structure.
We have prepared 135 compounds that crystallize in this structural type;
the large number of derivatives results from the variety of elements thatwill
occupy the A, M, and M' sites. We describe herethe preparation of three types
of derivatives. The compoundSr3Sc(B03)3contains A = Sr and M = M' = Sc,246
Figure 11.1. Drawing of a single chain in the structureof the
family of borates AMM'(BO3)6.247
a formally +3 cation. The compoundSr6YAI(B03)o contains M = Y and M' =
Al, two cations of formal charge +3 but of disparate sizes.The compound
La2Sr5Mg(B03)6contains M = Sr and M' = Mg, cations of formal charge +2, and
the larger La atom distributed on the A site.Procedure
Standard high-temperature techniques are efficient means for the synthesis
of the materials.These techniques have proven to be superior to heating
precipitates from aqueous solutions formed with an assortment of reagents at
various pH levels. To prepare the compounds, stoichiometric quantities of the
reagents1are mixed and ground with a 3 mol% excessof B203. The use of the
reagentB203is preferred to boric acid, H3B03, as the acid tends to froth on
dehydration, subsequently wetting the walls of the crucible. The reagentB203,
however, is difficult to retain in an anhydrous state (4). We dryB203by heating
it at 393 K for 3 days followed by melting in a Pt crucible at 1073 K for 3.5 h. A
3 mol% excess of the reagent is used in each synthesis to compensate for residual
H20 and minor volatilization losses during heating.Prior to use,Sr(NO3)2is
heated in a Pt crucible at 573 K for 3 days, andSc203is heated at 1173 K for 5
h in a Au crucible under flowing02.
The compounds are readily prepared by flash heating in a Pt crucible
ground quantities of the starting materials; the furnace is set to the desired
temperature followed by introduction of the samples. The initial heating is
1The reagents used in the syntheses areSr(NO3)2(reagent grade or Puratronic, Johnson-Matthey),
Sc203(99.0%, Boulder Scientific),Y203(99.99%, Rare Earth Products),A1203(99.99%, CERAC),
La(NO3)36H20 (99.9%, AESAR), Mg(NO3)2QH20 (Puratronic, Johnson-Matthey), andB203
(99.99%, ALFA).249
performed at 923 K for 30 mm and the second at 1023 K for 20 mm. As oxides
of nitrogen are released in these initial heatings, the furnace is placed in a fume
hood. The sample is then reground and flash heated at 1303 K for 3 h. The
crystallinity of the sampleSr6YA1(B03)6is improved by annealing at 1373 K for
24 h.
Another method may be employed to reduce the particle sizes of the
starting materials, thereby increasing their reactivity. Stoichiometric quantities of
the reagents are first heated at 923 K for 1 h to decompose the nitrates. The
resulting mixture, corresponding to 1 mmol of product, and 1.5 mL of 20%
NH4OH(aq) (Baker, ultrapure, ULTREX) are placed in a 23 mL teflon container
and heated in a Parr 4745 digestion bomb at 393 K for 16 h. The lid of the teflon
container is removed after cooling, and the liquid is evaporated at 393 K. The
sample is then flash heated as detailed above or according to the following
schedule: 923 K, lh; 998, 4h; 1098 K, 12 h; 1198 K, 12 h; and 1273 K, 24 h.250
Properties
X-ray powder diffractiondataforthe compoundsSr3Sc(B03)3and
Sr6YAI(B03)6are given in Table 11.1. Rhombohedralunit cell parameters for
each of the compounds prepared by the two different syntheticmethods are listed
in Table 11.2.Cell parameters were determined by least-squares analysis of 10
reflections collected by using an automated Philips powderdiffractometer and
corrected with NBS Si standard 640b.
Differential thermal analysis ofSr3Sc(B03)3prepared by the flash heating
method indicates a melting point of1233.9(4)0C. The melting point of Au was
used as a standard to correct the data.The derivativesSr3Sc(B03)3and
Sr6YAI(B03)6are particularly interesting aspossible new laser materials when
dopedwiththeionCr3. Fluorescencespectrafromsamplesof
Sr3Sc098Cro.(BO3)3andSr6YAl0.98Cr0,(BO3)6prepared by flash heating exhibit
maxima in their broad emission bands at 745nm.251
Table 11.1 (a).Sr3Sc(B03)3Diffraction Data
20(o) hid J/J
19.43 021 8
21.10 012 6
24.37 211 30
25.72 202 18
29. 19/29.37/29.71 003/220/212 100
32.17 31T 36
32.76 ifN 14
35.47 401 11
36.46 312 29
38.52 23T 33
39.19 140 28
41.89/42.27 223/322 28
45.62 214 27
49.20/49.60 15T/413 48
50.56 31 19
52.32/52.81 152/205 32
53.90/54.42 431/520 32
56.85 437 12
=1.54184ATable 11.1 (b). Sr6YAI(B03)a Diffraction Data
20(o) hid 1/1100
21.23 012 7
24.34 211 39
25.84 202 13
29.32/29.75 003/2f2 100
32.08 31T 34
32.95 liT 11
35.38 401 5
36.44 312 26
38.37 23T 22
39.08 140 24
42.01 223 34
45.89 214 23
49.03/49.67 15T/413 53
50.81 314 20
52.24 152 17
53.20/53.75/54.25 205/431/520 33
56.73 432 12
154184A253
Table 11.2. Unit Cell Data
a(A) c(A) V(As)
I.Flash synthesis
Sr3Sc(B03)3 12.151(1) 9.178(1) 1173.6(1)
Sr6YAI(B03)6 12.194(1) 9.102(1) 1172.1(2)
La2Sr5Mg(B03)6 12.3 18(1) 9.263(1) 1217.1(2)
II. NH4OH synthesis
Sr3Sc(B03)3 12.144(1) 9.184(1) 1173.0(1)
Sr6YA1(B03)6 12179(1) 9.096(1) 1168.4(1)
La2Sr5Mg(B03)6 12.319(1) 9.258(1) 1216.8(2)254
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CHAPTER 12
STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL FEATURES OFSr3In(B03)3
Kathleen I. Schaffers and Douglas A. Keszler256
Abstract
The structure of the compoundSr3In(B03)3has been characterized by single-
czystal X-ray diffraction.It crystallizes in the rhombohedral space group R3T(h)
in a cell of dimensions a= 12.182A,c= 9.186(2)A,and V= 1180.5(4)Awith
Z=6. Least squares refinement affords the final residuals R=0.041 and R=0.051.
The structure consists of distorted In-centered octahedra bridged byB03groups
to form chains that extend along the c axis. The chains are connected bySr atoms
occupying an irregular nine-coordinate site. Results fromCr3andEu3doping
studies are also reported.257
Introduction
Recently, we reported the existence of a new structural class of solid-state
oxide (1). The class is represented by the formulaAvfM'(BO3)6where A= Sr or
Ba; M= Sc, Y, In, Bi, Ca, Cd, or a lanthanide; M'= Sc, Y, In, Mg, Al, Ga, Co, Ni,
Zr, Cr, Mn, Hf, Rh, Fe, or a small lanthanide. The structure is characterized by
the presence of chains formed by M- and M'-centered octahedra connected by
B03 groups that propagate down the c axis of the trigonal cell. We have prepared
several compounds with M=M', but in the Ba series only one derivative of this
type has been found to exist - Ba3In(B03)3. As part of a comparative study
between this unique compound and its Sr analog, I describe in this chapter the
structural features and luminescence results from Cr3 and Eu3 doping studies of
the material Sr3In(B03)3.Experimental
A powder sample of the title compound was prepared by grinding together a
stoichiometric ratio of Sr(NO3)2 (AESAR, 99.99%), 1n203 (AESAR, 99.99%), and
B203 (ALFA, 99.99%) and heating in an alumina crucible at 923 K for 0.25 h,
1023 K for 0.25 h, and 1323 K for 12 h with intermittent grindings. The powder
yielded an X-ray diffraction pattern that compares well to a pattern calculated with
the computer program LAZY-PULVERIX (2) and the data from the single-ciystal
refinement that are presented below. Ciystals of Sr3In(B03)3 were grown in a Pt
crucible from a melt containing 25 mol% SrB2O4 as a flux.The sample was
melted at 1548 K, slowly cooled to 1248 K at 6 K/h, then rapidly cooled to room
temperature.
A clear, colorless crystal of approximate dimensions 0.10 x 0.07 x 0.30 mm was
physically separated from the melt and mounted on a glass fiber with epoxy for
structure determination.X-ray data were collected with a Rigaku AFC6R
diffractometer equipped with Mo Ka radiation.Unit cell parameters were
obtained by automatic centering and least squares refinement with 16 peaks in the
range 30<20<42°. Intensity data covering the range of indices 0h18, -18
k18, and -13 I13 were collected by using w-20 scans and a scan speed
of 16°/mm. inw.Three standard reflections measured after every block of 200
reflections exhibited no significant fluctuations. From 2987 data collected in the
range 220650,758 unique observations were found to have F02> 3a(F02).
The systematic absences -h+k+I3n are consistent with the Laue group.259
The structure was determined by using computerprograms from theTEXSAN
crystallographic software package (3). The Sr atom waslocated by using the direct
methods program MITHRIL (4), andthe positions of the In atoms were
determined by comparison with theisostructural compoundSr3Sc(B03)3(5). The
positions of the remaining atoms weredetermined by examining subsequent
difference electron density maps.Following refinement with isotropic thermal
parameters, the data were correctedfor absorption with the programDIFABS (6)
and averaged = 0.089). Final least squaresrefinement onF0with those data
having F> 3(F02) and anisotropic thermal displacementcoefficients on each
atom resulted in theresiduals R=0.041 and R=0.051.Analysis of the final
difference electron density map revealed nopeak greater than 0.5% of a Sr atom.
Crystal data and final atomic parameters arelisted in Tables 12.1 and 12.2,
respectively.
Powder samples ofSr3In(B03)3doped nominally with 2 and 50 mol%Cr3
(Cr203, AESAR, 99.99%) were preparedaccording to the methods previously
described. Steady-state room-temperatureluminescence spectra of these samples
were obtained on acomputer-controlled right-angle spectrometer.Excitation
provided by an Oriel 300 W Xe lamp waspassed through a 50 cm water filter and
focused onto the slits of a Carymodel-15 prism monochromator.Selected
excitation was focused onto the samplemounted on a copper sample holder within
a quartz emissiondewar. Luminescence was collected at anear-right angle to
excitation, dispersed through anOne! 22500 1/8 m monochromator, and detected260
with a Hamamatsu R636 photomultiplier tube.The signal was collected and
amplified with a Keithley model 602 picoammeter then converted to a digital
signal for computer acquisition. Spectrometer control and data acquisition were
achieved with programs written in this laboratory.Table 12.1. Crystal Data for Sr3In(B03)3.
Formula Weight, amu
Crystal System
Space Group
a,A
c,A
v,A
z
g cm3
F(000)
Diffractometer
Radiation
Data Collection
No. of Unique Observations
(F02>3a(F02))
R
R
Maximum Shift in Final Cycle
554.10
Rhombohedral
RT(h) (#148)
12.182(2)
9.186(2)
1180.5(4)
6
4.676
1500
Rigaku AFC6
Mo Ka (A.=0.71069)
graphite-monochromated
0h18, -18k18
-13 113
758
0.041
0.051
0.02
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Results and Discussion
A sketch of the structure ofSr3In(B03)3is shown in Figure 12.1.It is
isostructural to the previously reported compoundSr3Sc(B03)3(5), and is
characterized by chains of octahedra that propagate down the c axis, Figure 12.2.
Each of the chains is composed of alternating octahedra of different size isolated
byB03groups, Figure 12.3. Selected bond distances andangles are listed in Table
12.3.
The Sr atom occupies an irregular nine-coordinate site bridging the octahedral
chains, Figure 12.1. The Sr-O bond distances range from 2.487(5)-2.856(5)Aand
compare to the distances 2.500(2)-2857(2)AforSr3Sc(B03)3(5) and 2.539(7)-
2.93(2)AforSrNaBO3(7).
The B atoms reside in a planar triangular site having slight deviations from
trigonal symmetry as evidenced by O-B-O angles of 118.8(6), 119.7(6), and
121.4(5)°. B-O bond distances of 1.398(8), 1.381(8), and 1.366(8)Aare typical
when compared with an average lengthof 1.38(2) AforSrNaBO3 (7), 1.37(1) A
forSrBe2(B03)2(8), and a length of 1.40Acalculated using crystal radii (9).
The 0 atoms occupy irregular 4- and 5-coordinate sites. Atoms 01 and 02
are 4- and 5-coordinate, respectively, with bonds toSr, In, and B. Atom 03 has
five bonds to Sr and B forming an irregular square pyramid.
Two crystallographicaily independent In atoms are present in the structure.
Each occupies an octahedron that is either trigonally elongated or compressedFigure 12.1. Sketch of the unit cell ofSr3In(B03)3as viewed orthogonal to
the c axis. The large open circles represent 0 atoms, the
small open circles with open bonds represent Sr atoms, the
open circles with filled bonds represent In atoms, and the
filled circles with open bonds represent B atoms.264
o
1
0 OO\
Figure 12.2. View ofSr3In(B03)3along the c axis.265
Figure 12.3. Sketch of a chain of In octahedra as viewed orthogonal to
the c axis.T
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along the c axis. The elongated octahedron has Ini-Ol interatomic distances of
2.186(4)Aand an Ol-Ini-Ol angle of 93.4(2)° while the compressed octahedron
has an 1n2-02 interatomic distance of 2.127(4)Aand an 02-1n2-02 angle of
83.0(2)0. The In-O distancescompare to a distance of 2.17A(9), calculated from
crystal radii for an In atom in an octahedral site, and 2.172Afor1n203(10).
The distortions of the octahedral sites derive from the constraints imposed by
their interactions with the neighboring Sr atoms. The elongation of themlsite
originates from its interaction with two Sr atoms that share the edge 03" 03.
The span Sr-03-Sr and the hinging about the edge 03" 03 dictate the degree
of Ol-Ini-Ol angle opening, Figure 12.4. In contrast, the compressed site shares
a face with the Sr polyhedra so that the 02-1n2-02 angle of83.0(2)0is
constrained by the area of the Sr-01 face.These interactions afford two
chemically and crystallographically distinct octahedral sites that can accommodate
metals with varying degrees of order depending on their relative sizes as outlined
in Chapter 10.
Luminescence
Room-temperature luminescence studies were done for Sr3In(B03)3:2 mol%
Cr3andSrInCr(BO3)6where 50 mol% Cr was substituted onto the distorted
octahedral sites to give the stoichiometricAMM'(BO3)6formula. The spectra
contain broad emission bands centered at 740 nm and 750 nm, respectively, as
seen in Figures 12.5 and 12.6. These broad features are similar to those seen for
Cr3doped samples ofSr2LiScB4O10(11),Sr3Sc(B03)3(5), andLiCaAIF6(12).
This band derives from a d-d transition that is predominantly 4T-'4AinFigure 12.4. View of the In-O-Sr bonding interactions.269
Cr3+:Sr3ki(803)3 O.lmV.3mm 5/31/89
6200 6600 7000 7400 7800 8200 8600 9000 9400
WAVELENGTH (A]
Figure 12.5. Room-temperature emission spectrum of Sr3In(B03)3:2 mol%Cr3.270
Sr6lnCr(B03)6
6200 6600 7000 7400 7800 8200 8600 9000 9400
WAVELENGTH [A]
Figure 12.6. Room-temperature emission spectrum of Sr6InCr(B03)6.271
character and an essential characteristic for a tunable solid-state laser.Each
spectrum also contains sharp features centered at approximately 710 nm that are
indicative of 2Eg+4Atransition.These broad and sharp bands indicate the
proximity of theCr3ion emission to the 4T -2Eg crossover point as seen in the
Tanabe-Sugano diagram provided in Figure 12.7.
Blasse and coworkers have concluded that the ionEu3is an effective
probe for determining if the crystallographic site it occupies is centrosymmetric or
non-centrosymmetric (13).If the site is centric, magnetic-dipole transitions are
allowed while electric-dipole transitions are forbidden.If the site is acentric,
electric- and magnetic-dipole transitions are both allowed but the magnetic-dipole
transitions are much weaker and may appear to be absent. By inspecting the
peaks inEu3emission spectra that represent these transitions, site preference for
the ionEu3can be determined.
In the compound Sr3In(B03)3, emission peaks representing both magnetic-
[5D0-*P1] and electric- [5D0-'F2] dipole transitions are present with approximately
equal intensities, Figure 12.8. The assignments of the transitions were made by
comparison with the spectra of previously reportedEu3doped materials (13-14).
These results indicate thatEu3likely populates both the A and M sites.This
result is consistent with the crystal-chemical data presented in Chapter 10, where
the large lanthanideLa3was found to prefer occupation of the large 9-coordinate
site and the smaller lanthanidesHo3andEr3occupy the smaller 6-coordinate M
and M' sites.For lanthanides of intermediate size, such as the ion Eu3, a272
distribution over the A and M sites is to be expected. The earlier results also
indicate that charge compensation is maintained in the dopedEu3system by
placingSr2ions in place ofIn3ions on the M site.>%
0C
LU
7C
5C
10
0 1 2 3
JtI
gItJ
J1tJ
i#3
273
Figure 12.7. Tanabe-Sugano diagram for ad3transition metal in an octrahedral
environment.580 620 660 700 740
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 12.8. Luminescence spectrum ofEu3doped Sr3In(B03)3.275
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CHAPTER 13
CRYSTAL STRUCFURE OFSr2LiInB4O10
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Abstract
Strontium Lithium Indium Pyroborate, Sr2LiInB4O10, M=500.23, monoclinic,
P22/n, a= 12.637(1), b= 5.251(1),c=13.748(1) A,fl= 116.94(1)°, V= 813.2(4)A,
Z= 4, D= 4.085 g cnr3, Mo Ka, A= 0.71069A,=154.94 cm4, F(000)= 912, T=
298 K, R= 0.060 for 1731 reflections having F023a(F02).The structure is
composed of a 3-dimensional Sr07 polyhedral framework withhexa-coordinate In
and penta-coordinate Li atoms in interstitial sites. Pyroborate groupsform layers
extending in the plane (-101).279
Introduction
While searching for a suitable lithium borate flux for crystalgrowth of the
compoundSr3In(B03)3(1), we discovered an interaction of the In compound with
the metaborateLiBO2to form the new material Sr2LiInB4O10. Here, wedescribe
the structure of this material which is a derivative of theSc analogSr2LiScB4O10
(2).Experimental
Crystals of the title compound were grown from amelt containing 40 mol%
SrO made by heating Sr(NO3)2 (AESAR,ACS) in air, 6 mol% 1n203 (ALFA,
ultrapure), 28 mol% LiBO2 (AESAR, 99.9%), and26 mol% B203 (ALFA,
99.98%). The sample was melted in a Pt crucible at1303 K and slowly cooled at
10 K/h to 1003 K then 88 K/h to 300 K. Theresulting crystals were washed in hot
distilled water to remove any excess LiBO2. A clear,colorless plate of dimensions
0.15(1) x 0.07(1) x 0.25(1) mm was selected forX-ray structure analysis, and data
were collected on a RigakuAFC6R single-crystal diffractometer equipped withMo
Ka radiation. Accurate unit cell parameters werederived by automatic centering
and least squares analysis of 20 peaks collectedinthe range 302036°. The
w-20 scan technique was used to collect 2627 data inthe range of indices 0h
17, 0k7, and -19 119. From these measurements, 1731 unique
reflections having F023a(F02) were obtained to sin0/A.= 1.36 A-i. The intensities
of three standard reflections measured after each segmentof 200 data exhibited
no significant decay during thecollection.
The structure was refined by utilizing theTEXSAN crystallographic software
package (3).All atomic coordinates were determined bycomparison to the
isostructural compound Sr2LiScB4O10. Positional parametersand isotropic thermal
factors were refined for each atom, followed bycorrection for absorption
(transmission coefficients= 0.74-1.44) with the program DIFABS (4) and full
refinement with anisotropic thermal parameters oneach atom. Final least-squares281
yminimizationon F0with those1731 reflections havingF023a(F02)and 163
variables gavethe residuals R=0.060 and wR= 0.067where thefunction
IF0
I IF, 1)2is minimized with weights derivedfrom counting statistics
[w= 1/a2(F0)].Atomic form factors are fromInternational Tables for X-ray
Ciystallography (5). Final refinement afforded valuesof S= 2.11, and A/cr= 0.01.
Analysis of the final difference electrondensity map revealed maximum and
minimum peaks corresponding to 1.05%and 0.81% of a Sr atom, respectively.
Atomic parameters are given in Table 13.1.
A powder sample was made bygrinding a stoichiometric combination of the
reagentsSr(NO3)2(AESAR, ACS),1n203(ALFA, ultrapure),LiNO3(Mallinckrodt,
reagent grade), andB203(ALFA, 99.98%) and heating in a Pt crucible at923 K
forY2h. The sample was reground and heated at1123 K for 16 h to give a single
phase as identified by using X-ray powderdiffraction.2
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Discussion
The 0 environment about each cation maybe discerned by examination of the
labeled sketch of the unit cellprovided in Figure 13.1. The compoundcontains
7-coordinate Sr, 6-coordinate In, 5-coordinateLi, and 3-coordinate B atoms.The
integrity of the structure may beviewed as arising from a 3-dimensionalSr07
polyhedral framework (Figure 13.2).The remaining cations occupy sitesassociated
with oblong tunnels that extendalong the b axis. As indicated by thedescriptive
formulaSr2LiIn(B205)2the compound contains a pyroborate group;the group is
essentially flat in the principal atomicplane (-101). Cations of like type alsoform
sheets parallel to this plane so the structureadopts a common trait of borate and
carbonate structures where cations areinterleaved between layers of planar
oxoanions.
Two chemically and ciystallographicallydistinct Sr atoms are present in the
structure. The Sr2 atom is7-coordinate occupying a distorted tetragonalbase-
trigonal base environment having an averageSr2-0 bond length of 2.5 7(6)A.This
length is equal within uncertainty to the averagebond length of 2.58(7)Afor Sr2-
0 in the compoundSr2LiScB4O10and 2.59(6)Afor 7-coordinate Sr inSr2Cu(B03)2
(6).All of theSr207polyhedra share edges with threeneighboringSr207
polyhedra in the plane orthogonal to[-101] to form a two dimensional network as
shown in Figure 12.3; shared edgesinclude the following 0 pairs - one 0505
and two 01"09. These layers repeatat intervals of half a unit cell.The Sri
atom is bound to seven0 atoms at lengths ranging from2.468(8) - 2.805(9)A284
Figure 13.1. Labeled drawing of the unit cell ofSr2LiInB4O10as viewed down
the b axis where the small open circles with openbonds are
Sr, the larger shaded circles with open bonds are Li, the
larger open circles with shaded bonds are In, thesmall open
circles with shaded bonds are B, and the largest shadedcircles
are 0 atoms.285
OJn Li oB
Figure 13.2. Perspective view of theSr07polyhedral framework along [010].Figure 13.3. Sketch of the two-dimensional Sr2-O network extending in the
plane (-101).287
with three additional 0 atoms,03, 08, and 010, at the distances3.078(9),
3.059(8), and 3.023(9)A,respectively.In the materialSr2LiScB4O10the Sri-U
bond lengths range from2.478(3) - 2.745(4)A,comparing closely to those
observed for the In-derivative.Adjacent Sri atoms link through atom010
creating double chains that propagatein the b direction.The chains of Sri
environments bridge two layers ofSr207polyhedra through atoms 05 to formthe
3-dimensional Sr-0 polyhedralframework constructed in Figure 13.2.
The five 0 atoms about the Li atomform a distorted square pyramid.Li-0
distances range from 2.02(2) -2.19(3)Aand compare to the distance of2.06A
calculated from crystal radii (7).A long Li-02 interaction of 2.58(2)Awould
provide a distorted octahedralenvironment for the Li atom. From abond-valence
calculation (8), this interaction contributesapproximately 7% of the univalent
charge to the Li atom. Consideringthis interaction, a link is formedbetween
adjacentLi05polyhedra thereby creating edge-sharingLi2010dimers with a
Li"Li separation of 3.19(4)A.The corresponding long Li-02interaction in the
Sc analog is 2.67(1)A.
The In atoms occupy distortedoctahedral environments aligned indiscreet
rows along theb axis. The octahedra, however, areseparated in these rows by
B205groups so that the In atoms arecompletely isolated from one another.The
average In-U distance of2.14(3)Ais comparable to lengths of 2.18(5)A(9) in
1n203, 2.127(4) and 2.186(4)AinSr3In(B03)3(1), and 2.17Acalculated with
crystal radii for a 6-coordinate In atom.Each pyroborate layer is formed from onetype of group with sheetsof
B1B305units andB2B405units alternately stacking along[-101]. B-O lengths
range from 1.33(2) -1.42(1)Aand compare to 1.342(7) -1.432(7)Afor
Sr2LiScB4O10, 1.33 - 1.38AforMg2B2O5(10), and 1.353(3) - 1.438(3)Afor
Na4B2O5(11). The angles across the bridging 0 atoms,B1-07-B3,137(1)0, and
B2-08-B4,131(1)0,are similar to those inthe compound Sr2LiScB4O10,133.8(4)0
and129.2(4)0, respectively. Terminal B02 groups for each pyroborate anion are
twisted from coplanarity by10.5° for theB1B305unit and 3.1° forB2B405unit
which compare to 13.8° and1.10 for the corresponding anions in the Sc analog.
Similar calculations have beenperformed on pyroborate anions for avariety of
compounds (12) and deviations fromplanarity have been found to range from0
to 76.8°.
The ten crystallographically distinct0 atoms in the structure have coordination
numbers of three or four. Correspondingenvironments may be discerned from
examination of Table 13.2.T
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Table 13.2 (cont.)
B4 -02 1.34(1) 02-B4-04 120.0(9)
-04 1.39(1) 02-B4-08 118(1)
-08 1.42(1) 04-B4-08 122(1)
B1-07-B3 137(1)
B2-08-B4 131(1)292
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